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At Deadline
ABC Creates Teams to Sell All Dayparts
ABC is reorganizing its sales division, setting up teams that will
be able to sell across all dayparts, replacing the network's exist-
ing system in which separate sales units sold individual day -
parts. The shift, which has not formally been announced. is
being spearheaded by Mike Shaw, ABC sales president, to bet-
ter serve the media agencies, which-especially in the most
recent upfront buying period-expressed a desire to buy all day -
parts at the same time. Both CBS and Fox have some sales
personnel that sell across all dayparts; ABC's move will leave
NBC as the lone Big Four network with separate sales units for
each daypart. ABC officials would not comment on the reorgani-
zation, but buyers familiar with the changes said
that Gary Montanus, currently head of Disney
Kids Network sales, is expected to get a more
prominent position following the restructuring.

Wenner Cuts More Staffers
Wenner Media last week laid off approximately a
half -dozen people in production and back -office
operations. The latest round of cuts brings the
company's total layoffs this year close to 25 per-
cent of its staff. A company representative said
the cuts are an attempt to streamline the compa-
ny during the present economic slowdown. Wen-
ner flagship Rolling Stone has slipped 18 percent
to 1,207 ad pages through its Oct. 25 issue,
according to Mediaweek Magazine Monitor.

Stations Resist People Meters
Nielsen Media Research last week said it will turn
on people meters in Boston for the May 2002 IV
sweeps, dispensing with the current methodology
of set -tuning meters and diaries used in 53 other
local markets. While cable operator AT&T Broad-
band and regional news service New England Ca-
ble News have signed up for the service, Boston
TV stations, which have seen their ratings decline
during the demonstration period, are holding out.
"We've operated without Nielsen ratings before,
and we can do it again," said Michael Carson,
vp/general manager of NBC-owned WHDH-TV. Nielsen is helping
agencies craft letters to stations encouraging them to sign up for
the new measurement device. MediaCom executives have given
presentations to all the market's stations advocating meters.

MTV Nets Restructures Sales Unit
MTV Networks restructured its sales force last week into two
groups. Sue Danaher was named executive vp/general sales
manager of the new entertainment group, which includes Nick-
elodeon, Nick at Nite and TV Land, in addition to TNN: The
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National Network. Doug Rohrer was named executive vp/gen-
eral sales manager of the music group, which includes MTV,
VH1 and now CMT. As a result of the changes, Tom Cavallarc,
sales chief for former CBS Cable properties TNN and CMT, has
left the company.

Primedia Stock Hits a Record Low
Primedia Inc.'s financial troubles escalated last week as the
company's stock slipped to a record low, closing at $1.82 at
press time last Friday. Primedia may also be close to shedding
some special -interest magazines. While a Primedia spokesman
had no comment, several analysts reported that the company

could announce as early as this week which
unit(s) it will put up for sale in order to raise the
$250 million it promised investors after its $515
million purchase of Emap USA in July.

Conde Nast's James Truman

says he tried to find uses
for Mademoiselle Page 53
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Market Profile 16

Opinion 43

Media Elite 48

Addenda: Rino Scanzoni, former executive
vp/managing director of MediaVest, is in talks to
fill Bob Igiel's post as president of national broad-
cast at The Media Edge. Scanzoni may not be
able to start until January, when his non -compete
clause with MediaVest expires...The Television
Bureau of Advertising and several major media
shops-including Initiative Media, The Media
Edge, BBDO/PentaMark, MediaVest and Mind-
Share-last week released a set of uniform stan-
dards they would like computer software makers
to incorporate into programming that handles
electronic data interchange...Forbes will freeze its
ad rates for next year at $77,760 for a four-color
page. The business biweekly, which raised its
rates 20.6 percent over the last two years, has
decided a rate increase at this time would hurt
business...News Corp.'s Fox Stations Group is
expected to announce it will swap TV stations
with Meredith Corp. Under the deal, Fox would
own two stations in Orlando, Fla. (Fox outlet WOFL
and UPN affiliate WRBW) while Meredith would
own two outlets in Portland, Ore. (UPN affiliate
KPTV and Fox outlet KPDX)...Fox News Channel

signed Shepard Smith to a multiyear contract last week. Terms
of the deal were not disclosed.

Corrections: An At Deadline item in last week's issue
about John Rollins' resignation as president of Spin should have
said that Rollins returned to the magazine, where he spent part
of his early career, as group publisher in 1997 after the title was
acquired by Vibe/Spin Ventures. Also last week, the name of
Kristin Peace, vp of development for Paramount Domestic Televi-
sion, was misspelled in the Movers section.
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Fox: 80% Sold for Baseball
Playoffs, 75% for Series
By late last week, Fox had sold about 80
percent of its ad inventory for baseball's
American and National League divisional
and League Championship Series
games. The network had sold about 75
percent of its World Series inventory.
"It's definitely been slower than in years
past, but we are talking to a good num-
ber of people," a Fox network executive
said. Fox begins televising baseball's
four divisional series tomorrow night.

Most of the remaining inventory for
the best -of -five -game divisional series
telecasts is in games four and five; for
the best -of -seven League Champi-
onship Series, most of the avails are in
games five through seven, the Fox exec
said. Fox has been selling 30 -second
spots on the divisional games for
$145,000. On the six days when there
will be divisional games on Fox's sister
cable outlet Fox Family Channel, adver-
tisers will receive an additional spot in
those games.

Fox has been selling :30s on the two
League Championship Series, set to
begin on Oct. 16, for $135,000. Spots
for the World Series, to start Oct. 27,
are going for $350,000. -John Consoli

Nascar Races to Its Best
Rating Vs. NFL Telecasts
NBC's telecast of the Protection One
400 Nascar race from the Kansas
Speedway on Sept. 30 earned a 4.7 rat-
ing/11 share in households, the best
ever for an auto race that aired in direct
competition with NFL games. The Pro-
tection One aired against Fox's NFL tele-
casts. Nascar's previous best against
NFL coverage was a 4.5, delivered by an
NBC telecast on Sept. 23 and by CBS
for an October 1997 race.

Nascar has averaged a 5.3/13 in
households on six NBC telecasts since
July. The races have averaged a 4.8
among viewers 18-49 and a 5.4 in 25-
54. On the TNT cable network, six
Nascar events since July have averaged
a 4.4/10, surpassing TNT's NBA playoff
ratings from last spring.

In the first half (continued on page 6)

ABC Not Much
Help for Disney
Network's slow start this season adding to troubled giant's woes

THE INDUSTRY By John Consoli

INalt Disney Co., already bat-
tered by declining attendance
at its theme parks as a result of
the lagging economy and fear
of travel following the terror-
ist attacks, could take another

financial hit due to weak viewership for many
prime -time programs on its ABC network.

While it is still early in the new TV season,
three of ABC's mainstay sitcoms-The Drew
Carey Show, Spin City and Dharma & Greg-are
falling well short of the ratings guaranteed to
advertisers. And the network's signature game
show, Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, is down 35
percent in household audience from last year.

According to financial analysts, ABC pro-
vides about 17 percent of Disney's annual rev-
enue and 6 to 7 percent of the company's oper-
ating income. A significant underperformance
of programming below ratings guarantees in
last summer's upfront buying period could lead
to significant lost revenue for the network as a
result of makegood advertising time.

ABC's early -season woes are not good news
for a company that saw its stock price tumble
to a 52 -week low on Sept. 20 and had its cred-
it and debt ratings downgraded the following
week by Moody's Investors Service. While the
performance of Disney's theme parks and re-
sorts unit will have a much greater impact on
the company's bottom line, the high profile of
ABC can weigh heavily on public perceptions.

Media buyers are concerned about how
sharply ratings on the network's signature
shows dropped from the first to the second
week of the new season. Dharma & Greg fell
from an 8.0 rating/12 share in households on
Sept. 25 to a 5.8/9 on Oct. 2. Spin City, even
with a return appearance by Michael J. Fox in
both episodes, fell from an 8.7/12 to a 6.9/10.
Drew Carey, the network's top sitcom, drew
mediocre 6.4/10 and 6.6/10 ratings in its first
two outings. Last summer, ABC signed a new
deal with Warner Bros. to keep Drew on the air
through 2004 at a cost of $3 million per episode
beginning next season. ABC is paying about

Weary veterans? ABC's Dharma & Greg (top) and

Spin City declined in both household and 18-49
ratings in their second episodes last week.

$2.4 million per episode this season.
Millionaire, which averaged an 11.6 rating

last season on Thursdays, is averaging just a 7.5
this season; on Mondays, the show is at a 7.2.

Other trouble spots for ABC are the new
shows Bob Patterson, which premiered to only a
6.7/10, and Philly, which opened with a 9.2/15
but dropped to a 7.2/12 in its second week.

Kevin Brockman, ABC vp of media and
artist relations, said criticism of the network's
programming is "premature." Brockman not-
ed that ABC's total first -week prime -time rat-
ings were up to a 3.9 among viewers 18-34
(from a 3.7 last season) and up to a 4.7 in the
18-49 demo (from a 4.6). "That's what adver-
tisers buy," he said. The median age of ABC's
viewers has been reduced from 47.1 years to
43.9 this season, giving ABC the youngest
audience of the Big Three nets, Brockman said.

One success so far among ABC's veteran
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shows is The Practice, with an 11.4/19 in house-
holds and a 7.2/18 in 18-49 in its premiere.
Three new series have shown some promise:
Alias (9.5/14 in homes and a 6.2/14 in 18-49 in
its premiere); According to Jim (8.0/13 HH,
5.7/15 in 18-49); and Thieves, which earned a
6.3/11 on Friday, a night with low viewing.

Yet the improvement in ABC's median age
is primarily the result of the network dropping
two hours this season of Millionaire, which has
a high percentage of viewers 50 -plus. And
while ABC was up in 18-49 demo ratings over
last season in its first week, demo results for
several key shows did not advance in week two.
Dharma dr Greg fell from a 5.0/14 to a 3.3./9,
Spin City dipped from a 6.5/13 to a 4.3/10 and
Drew was flat at a 4.9/12. Media buyers said
that for all three shows, those second -week
numbers were lower than what ABC guaran-
teed in the upfront.

For any network, an erosion of several vet-
eran shows can signal long-term problems. "If
you have a core of established shows doing
well, then even if your new shows fail, you have
something to fall back on," said Steve Stern-
berg, vp of audience research for Magna Glob-
al USA. "But if your returning shows are in
decline, you must develop new hits."

"Right now it's a war of attrition for ABC,"
said John Rash, chief broadcast negotiator for
Campbell Mithun. "Dharma, Spin City and
Drew are not going to bring in any new viewers
at this point, but it's important for them to hold
on to their traditional audience and not erode.
Unfortunately for ABC, that is not happening."

ABC had problems even before the season
began, having suffered the biggest decline of
any of the Big Six networks in last spring's
upfront. ABC sold $1.7 billion of upfront time
this year, down 26 percent.

A bright spot in Disney's portfolio is its TV
studio, which, after 20th Century Fox Televi-
sion and Warner Bros. Television, has the
third -largest number of prime -time series on
the networks this fall. The studio, headed by
Steve McPherson, placed 7 new series on the
nets, bringing its total to 12. New shows
include Alias, NBC's Scrubs and the WB's
Maybe It's Me, a coproduction with Warner.

Syndication, however, is a different story.
Although Regis and Kelly continues to succeed,
Buena Vista's new Iyanla has done poorly (see
story on page 6). And the prospects for the syndie
version of Millionaire, set to premiere in fall
2002, have dimmed considerably.

Despite the company's current problems,
most analysts don't see Disney as a takeover tar-
get, primarily because all of the bidders would
face antitrust problems. As one analyst noted:
"All the likely suitors have financial problems
of their own." -with Alan James Frutkin

N.Y. Signals Falling Short
Media buyers demanding local makegoods following poor ratings results

TV STATIONS By Jeremy Murphy

Four weeks after terrorist attacks de-
stroyed the World Trade Center-upon
which several TV antennas were built-
many New York TV stations are still

without powerful over -the -air signals and are
now scrambling to find replacement antennas
as their ratings in the No. 1 market drop. But
that's not the only crisis they're battling-
media buyers are now demanding the stations
offer makegoods because the stations have thus
far failed to make ratings guarantees.

"All the stations are telling us that they're
working to get their antennas back up, but
the bottom line is we've made media buys
guaranteed at certain points," said Allison
Shapiro, vp/assistant director of local broad-
cast at Zenith Media. "If they're not going to
generate the points, the stations are going to
have to make good. A lot of bonus points are
going to have to come from the stations that
are suffering. They're going to have to offer
[inventory] at lower prices."

"Any buyer worth their salt should be doing
this," agreed Pam Austin, broadcast account
supervisor at MediaVest, noting that "it's been a
real give and take. Everybody's pulling punch-
es, trying to be very conservative with their esti-
mates. No one knows what's going on."

One executive said that stations are still
assessing the ad -revenue losses, but expects
them to go "well into the millions."

Most of the market's big stations-includ-
ing network flagships WNBC, WABC and
Fox's WNYW, as well as LTPN affiliate
WWOR and Tribune's WB affiliate WPIX-
saw their main antennas (and backup signals)
go down with the WTC, and it could be
months, if not a year, before they can erect
replacement antennas with the same reach
and power. (WCBS and Univision's WXTV-
which have their antennas atop the Empire
State Building-are the only two stations in
the market operating at full power.)

Eighteen percent-or 3.3 million-viewers
in the New York DMA do not subscribe to
cable and are forced to rely on over -the -air sig-
nals. The loss of those stations' antennas has
left more than 48 percent of homes in the
Brooklyn area alone unable to receive over -
the -air signals, according to Nielsen Media
Research. Stations must now assure advertis-
ers their messages will be seen and heard just
weeks before the November sweeps begin.

g

I
Though it's a long shot, some stations are tryiig

to secure tower space on the Chrysler Building.

WABC, which is now using a weak 2 kilowatt
antenna, averaged just a 3.7 rating/9 share
sign -on to sign -off the first week of October,
down from last year's 4.5/11. The station is
now virtually tied with WCBS, which has shot
up to a 3.8/9 from last year's 3.1/8. Despite its
weakened signal reach, WNBC is still tops in
the market, at a 4.9/12.

"They're going to need to get all this done
by November," Shapiro said. "Is that going to
happen? Who knows? But probably not."

WNBC, WABC, WPIX, Telemundo's
WNJU and public TV outlet WNET are all
using temporary antenna masts in Alpine, NJ.,
across the Hudson River from the city; but at
920 feet, the site is far shorter than the WIC's
1,725 ft. height. Any effort to make it taller will
require approval from Alpine city officials.
Additionally, the temporary antennas are not
nearly as powerful as the original antennas
used atop the WTC. The temporary antennas
are using a directional signal that is aimed
southwest and northeast but has trouble pene-
trating parts of Brooklyn and Long Island. Sta-
tions are hoping to start using an omnidirec-
tional antenna by the end of the month.

But it's going to take a lot longer for them
to build permanent antennas. Stations are
looking at staying in Alpine or putting up new
antennas atop the Chrysler Building or on
Bear Mountain, north of New York City.
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MediaWire
of this year, Fox aired 14 Nascar tele-
casts, averaging a 6.2/15. -JC

Allbritton, Cox at Odds Over
Carriage in Suburban D.C.
An Allbritton Communications executive
said last Friday that Cox Cable would be
subject to Federal Communications
Commission fines and a copyright law-
suit if the cable operator continued to
carry Allbritton's ABC Washington affili-
ate WJLA-TV and local cable service
News Channel 8 over its Fairfax County,
Va., system after the two parties' car-
riage agreement expired on Oct. 6.

Jerald Fritz, Allbritton senior vp, said
that Cox had received advance notice of
Allbritton's intentions to pull the two sta-
tions off Cox's systems in Fairfax County,
which reach more than 200,000 homes.
Cox said last Friday that it would not
remove the two stations' signals.

Allbritton has been negotiating to
renew its retransmission deal with Cox.
Cox claims Allbritton's renewal price is
too expensive; Allbritton says Cox is
using its monopoly position to demand
lower rates. -Alicia Mundy

AT&T Pulls Out of Cable's
Western Show in November
AT&T last week joined the growing list of
companies that have dropped out of the
annual Western Show, to be hosted by
the California Cable Television Associa-
tion next month in Anaheim, Calif.
Advance registration for the convention
is down 10 to 20 percent from last year,
according to a CCTA representative.
While most major cable operators out-
side of AT&T are still expected to attend,
about 30 programmers have opted out,
including Turner Broadcasting System
and Fox Cable Networks Group.

Most companies that have pulled out
have cited the poor economy and their
bans on air travel following Sept. 11.

However, the Western Show will go
on. The tenor of the confab has changed
in recent months to be less about cable
carriage negotiations and more about
broadband technologies. There are 336
exhibitors signed on, of which 30 are
programmers and 93 are tech firms that
did not attend last year. -Megan Larson

Bonneville Cuts Spots
Takes risk by reducing hourly ad load to six minutes on CHR outlet in D.C.

RADIO By Katy Bachman

Bonneville International's Contempor-
ary Hit Radio outlet WWZZ-FM in
Washington, D.C., has boldly moved
to reduce its commercial spot load to

an unprecedented six minutes an hour-four
minutes less than any major -market station.
Z104's hourly spot load had been 14 minutes
in morning drive and 12 minutes elsewhere.

At the same time, WWZZ is tweaking its
programming to appeal to an older 18-49
female audience in order to differentiate the
station from Clear Channel's WIHT-FM. In
April, CC flipped WIHT's format from Jam -
min' Oldies to CHR and quickly gained on
WWZZ, overtaking it by one -tenth of a rat-
ing point among 18-34 year olds in the two
most recent Arbitron monthly ratings trends.

The far bigger risk for privately held Bon-
neville is the spot -load reduction since it plans
WWZZ to hike ad rates by 40-50 percent in
order to cover the loss of inventory, at a time
when the marketplace is extremely soft. "This
experiment works if ratings go up and if adver-
tisers are prepared to pay more," said Bruce
Reese, president/CEO of Bonneville.

Since consolidation, radio stations have
loaded up their commercial pods, causing an
outcry among both listeners and advertisers.
Spot loads of 14-15 minutes are common and
they can run up to 20 minutes. "It's gotten

worse and worse," said Mark O'Brien, vp/gen-
eral manager of WWZZ.

Listeners are tuning out. Time spent lis-
tening has slipped 9 percent since 1996, while
female listening levels have dipped nearly 14
percent. According to a recent Arbitron study,
76 percent of women surveyed cited commer-
cial clutter as the primary reason they tune out.

But will radio buyers be willing to pay a
premium for leaner pods? "Fewer spots gives
my spots more impact," said Charli King, vp
and associate media director for Arnold Com-
munications, who placed a full schedule on
WWZZ as the regional buyer for McDonald's.

"Advertisers would pay a little more to have
their ads stand out. It's money well spent,"
agreed Sylvia Shammah, local broadcast super-
visor at The Media Edge, who buys for AT&T

Naturally, rival radio execs are more cyni-
cal about Bonneville's move. "The reason they
went to a low spot load was not to save the
industry, but to save themselves in a battle
against Clear Channel," said David Pearlman,
Co -COO for Infinity Broadcasting.

"Fewer spots will not necessarily equal
more or better results, and to expect advertis-
ers to pony up due to fewer spots is unrealis-
tic. I'd bet that the spot load will increase
from six units in less than six months," pre-
dicted John Hogan, Clear Channel COO. 

New Talk Shows in Trouble
Several weak daytime strips are expected to get a quick hook this season

SYNDICATION By Daniel Frankel

Adding bad premiere ratings to poor ad
sales for most of their new first -run
strips, syndicators this year are likely
to cancel many of these shows before

January rather than produce full -season com-
mitments. And syndication execs, eager to fill
those gaps with new product and double -runs
of existing shows, have started circling.

At risk of cancellation because of their high
production costs are several new daytime talk
shows averaging below a 1.5 household rating.
For the week ended Sept. 23, King World Pro-
ductions' The Ananda Lewis Show (1.3), Buena
Vista Television's lyanla (1.2), and NBC Enter-
prises' The Other Half (1.0) all fit this criteria,
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according to Nielsen Media Research. The
syndicators of these shows declined comment.

"This has been one of the most trouble-
some years ever in syndication," said Dick
Robertson, president of Warner Bros. Do-
mestic Television. "Most of the new shows
clearly aren't working. And once stations
downgrade them, it'll be over for them. How
long do you want to stick with [a low -rated
strip] in this economy?"

In early and late fringe, the new reality dat-
ing strips Elimidate from Warner Bros. (1.0),
Rendez-View (0.8) from Paramount Domestic
TV, and Shipmates (0.8) from Columbia TriS-
tar TV Distribution are also off to slow starts.

"Looking at these business models, I don't
know how they can keep producing them with
ratings under a 1.0," said Laura Caraccioli,
director of Starcom Entertainment.

Among all the new first -run syndie pro-

grams that aired in the week ended Sept. 23-
during which news pre-emptions were still a
factor-only Studios USA's Crossing Over With
John Edward (1.7) finished above a 1.5 rating.

With good time periods expected to open
up in January due to cancellations, syndicators
are positioning themselves to take advantage.
NBC has set a Jan. 7 debut for the syndicated
version of Weakest Link, hosted by George
Gray (of TLC's junkyard Wars). NBC is look-
ing for more early -fringe clearances for Link,
currently cleared in 60 percent of the U.S.

Distributors of lower -cost court shows are
pitching double -runs to fill gaps. "We're antic-
ipating that there will be opportunity in Janu-
ary," said Paul Franklin, executive vp/general
sales manager of Twentieth Television, distrib-
utor of Divorce Court and Power of Attorney,
which posted 2.5 and 1.7 averages respectively
for the week ended Sept 23.

Attacks Alter Cable Lineup
24 -hoer news nets break into top 10; thane, Nick still tops in prime, total -day

CABLE TV By Megan Larson

Though Nickelodeon and Lifetime again
won the total -day and prime -time rat-
ings competitions respectively, cable's
third quarter belonged to the 24 -hour

news networks. CNN proved again last quar-
ter that it is indeed the preferred network to
watch in times of crisis. Boosted by high Sep-
tember audience levels tuning in for coverage
of the terrorist attacks and their aftermath,
CNN edged out Lifetime for the No. 1 slot last
month with an average 2.0 rating (1.2 million
households). CNN became a top -10 network
in the third quarter, growing its household rat-
ings 100 percent over the same period last year
to a 1.2 (1 million households). Outside of the
MTV Video Music Awards (the highest -rated
show in the third quarter with an 8.6, or 6.9
million households), ESPN Sunday-night
football and Nick's Rugrats, the top 100 pro-
grams in the third quarter were primarily
CNN news reports on the attacks and Presi-
dent Bush's addresses to the nation.

Fox News Channel, which generated a 1.5
rating (1 million households) in September,
also made it into the top 10 in the third quar-
ter, growing its household ratings in prime
time 120 percent to a 1.1 (735,000 homes).
And MSNBC, scoring a 1.1 (742,000) in Sep-
tember, had its best quarter ever, growing
prime -time ratings 75 percent to a 0.7
(449,000). 'While MSNBC typically attracts
younger audiences, a higher number of viewers

AMER1C UNDER ATTAINA.
THE DAY AFTER: SEARCHINGIMIL
VICTIMS; HUNTING FOR ATTACKERS

CNN, with new anchor Paula Zahn, led in Sept.

18-49 and 25-54 tuned in to CNN in the third
quarter. CNBC also experienced gains in Sep-
tember. And CNN's oft -criticized Headline
News, which was recently revamped, earned
an 0.5 (413,000 homes) in September and grew
its prime -time ratings in the third quarter by
50 percent to a 0.3 (251,000).

The irregular news -viewing patterns shook
the cable network hierarchy, but little changed
in the third quarter in terms of audiences lost
or gained by the non -news networks. Discov-
ery, A&E, TBS Superstation, TNT and USA
remained flat to slightly down in households,
while TBS and USA beat Lifetime among
viewers 18-49. ESPN was also down, while
BET and younger networks like TNN, Hall-
mark Channel and Game Show Network
grew their ratings and household delivery in
the quarter. The History Channel and Food
Network also registered growth.
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MAGAZINES

Regional Titles Focus
on Tourism at Home
BY LORI LEFEVRE

As tourism slows throughout the country
in the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, city magazines are developing

programs to help local tourism advertisers
reach people within their own backyards, as
well as bolster their weakened bottom lines.

Tourism advertisers have
already started to rethink
their plans. "Just like many
hotels, we are going to con-
centrate on reaching people
within driving distance,"
said Peter O'Colmain, re-
gional vp and general man-
ager of the Regent Beverly
Wilshire, a Four Seasons
Hotel in Los Angeles. "Lo-
cal magazines could be a
good outlet for that."

New York magazine has
already responded, both edi-
torially and with advertising.
The Primedia-owned week-
ly created a special editorial
package in its Oct. 8 issue
urging readers to spend money at local busi-
nesses. Publisher Alan Katz and his staff are
in the process of meeting with theater,
restaurant, city hotel and travel advertisers to
discuss possible marketing options.

Initially, New York has offered many of
these organizations space for nearly nothing,
considering it charity and recently setting a
special rate for tourism clients. "We're really
thinking of ways to get their message out as a
group," said Katz. New York, which is flat over
last year with 2,044 ad pages through its Oct.
8 issue, has seen its advertising growth slow
in the last month.

Other publications are also reacting as
their cities feel the crunch from the downturn
in convention and tourism business.
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New York is focusing on its local
needs with edit and advertising.

"We're a part of the community, too, and if
there's something we can do to spur spending,
we're going to do our part," said Edward
Mansfield, advertising director of Washingtoni-
an. The independently owned monthly, which
is up 1.3 percent with 932 pages through its
October issue, decided last week that it would

offer promotional rates
(which haven't been set) for
hospitality advertisers run-
ning in the December and
January issues.

San Diego magazine has
developed a special ad section
for its November issue called
"Celebrate San Diego." The
monthly has gotten nibbles
from local restaurants and
tourist spots, including Cafe
Sevilla, Bazaar del Mundo
and the Restaurant Events
Association.

Similarly, in San Francis-
co, which has already been
struggling due to fallout
from the collapse of the dot -

corn industry, the Bay Area's regional maga-
zine has been working closely with the local
tourism bureau. San Francisco will postpone
its ad section on the city until December to
accommodate more advertisers. In addition,
it will give the bureau, as well as other first-
time hospitality advertisers, a 12 -time fre-
quency discount, which translates roughly to
a 13.5 percent discount off of its open rate of
$14,580. The magazine, which is flat in rev-
enue and up slightly in pages through
November, rarely offers discounts much
beyond a rate it would give to a three -time
advertiser, said publisher Steven Dinkelspiel.
It has also given two pages free in its Novem-
ber issue to the Union Square Association,
which represents downtown merchants.

Even Los Angeles, which has a policy
against discounting its rate card, will create
added -value programs, including special
advertising sections, for tourism advertisers.
The title plans to write "advertorials" about
local destinations. Also, it is working with the
L.A. Convention and Visitors' Bureau to
develop a program promoting area restau-
rants called "Dine LA," which will include
promotional events and in -book ads. "[Adver-
tisers] have the best opportunity to offset
tourist dollars lost by aggressively going after
local dollars," explained Liz Miller, publisher
of the Emmis Publishing title.

Metrocorp.'s Philadelphia magazine is work-
ing on a special section on local hotels for its
December issue. Advertisers will be rewarded
with a 50 percent discount off the rate card.
Sibling publication Boston magazine won't be
creating a custom section but is offering
tourism advertisers a free ad page if they buy
two pages over the next three months.

"It's really a win -win situation," explained
David Lipson, president of regional maga-
zine company Metrocorp and publisher of
Philadelphia. "We're getting advertisers we
wouldn't normally have gotten because
they've never really had a need to reach peo-
ple within driving distance, and they are get-
ting to reach this audience for a highly dis-
counted price."

ST. LOUIS TV STATIONS

Sinclair Scratches ABC
Affiliate's Local News
BY JEREMY MURPHY

St. Louis TV viewers now have one less
choice for local news. Sinclair Broad-
casting's ABC affiliate KDNL shut

down its entire local news department on
Sept. 28 after years of dismal ratings and
increasing costs.

"We closed it because the increasingly
competitive landscape in the market made it
extremely difficult to operate a competitive
news department," said Tom Tipton,
vp/general manager of KDNL.

Close to 50 people will lose their jobs
when the station ceases local news coverage
on Oct. 12. KDNL produces only two half
hours of local news a night -5 p.m. and 10
p.m. And yet it has never been able to make a

VIM TOWIV+
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Local Media
dent in the competition. Gannett's NBC
affiliate KSDK has been the news leader in
the market for years, followed closely by
Belo's CBS affiliate KMOV. News Corp-
owned Fox station KTVI has made ratings
gains producing an earlier 9 p.m. local news-
cast. Compounding KDNL's troubles is the
fact that it has a UHF signal, as opposed to
its competitors' VHF signals.

"KDNL has had a lot of trouble with
their signal in this market," said Marci Fine,
associate media director for Adamson, Inc., a
St. Louis -based media buyer. "It's not a
strong signal, and there are pockets they
don't even reach."

KDNL, which signed on as an ABC affil-
iate in 1995 after the Fox -New World merg-
er stripped it of its Fox affiliation, was a late-
comer to the local news race. When it
became an ABC affiliate six years ago, the sta-
tion started a local news operation, but it has
never been able to lure many viewers. "They
don't have a strong following," Fine said.

An average of 50,000 viewers-only sev-
en percent of the market population-watch
KDNL's 10 p.m. news, according to Nielsen
Media Research. The station is generally
thought to be one of the country's weakest
ABC affiliates. In fact, a bad transmitter
often knocked the station off air, even during
ABC's Monday Night Football. KSDK, on the
other hand, is one of the strongest NBC
affiliates in the country, according to media
buyers, while KMOV was the country's most
watched CBS affiliate last May.

Tipton, who has not decided what to put
on in place of local news, doesn't expect any
kind of backlash from market media buyers.
"I think they understand why the decision
was made," he explained. "I'm sure they're
disappointed, as are we, but I think they
understand."

ABC representative Julie Hoover had no
comment, except to say "we regret their deci-
sion." KDNL becomes one of the only top
25 Big Four affiliates to go without a local
news operation. WWJ, CBS' Detroit
owned -and -operated station, still does not
have its own local news department.

Earlier this year, Sinclair moved to scrap
the local news department of WTWC, its
NBC affiliate in Tallahassee, Fla. Like most
pure -play broadcasters, Sinclair has also
encountered rough economic waters recent-
ly. The ad slowdown continues to hamper its
performance. And the company, which owns
62 TV stations, was forced to refinance $1.75
billion of debt.

OUTDOOR

Advertising Goes Underground in Philly, Atlanta

Submedia ad displays, like the above demo, use the subway's motion to animate the message.

Philadelphia subway riders were treated last week to a new type of outdoor ad that turns the
view of a dark subway tunnel into 20- to 30 -second motion pictures.

The computer -generated ads depicting pouring water with the tagline, "Treat yourself
every day," are created by New York -based Submedia and are are part of a three-month test
of the new medium by Coca-Cola's bottled -water brand, Dasani. The first Dasani animated
ad launched in the Atlanta MARTA system two weeks ago.

"We saw it as an innovative and breakthrough way to advertise to a captive audience,"
said Jennifer Jacobs, advertising manager for Coca Cola's Dasani brand. It is also the first
time the company has used an out -of -home medium for Dasani. The movement of the train
brings a long set of sequential images to life. Each individual image is slipped into pre-set
aluminum and steel frames, which vary in length. In Atlanta, where the train moves at 35
mph, 950 feet of images produces a 20 -second ad. In the Philadelphia subway system,
which travels at 20 mph, 450 feet of frames produces a 15 -second ad.

Developed by Joshua Spodek, a Columbia University physicist turned president/CEO of
Submedia, and his co-founder Matt Gross, the company sells the space to transit systems,
which then offer their underground space to advertisers for $35,000 to $250,000 a month,
depending on the ridership of the system. The MARTA system could support about 20 such
animated ads. In New York, there could be hundreds, Spodek said. -Katy Bachman

ATLANTA RADIO STATIONS

Radio One Goes Gospel
Radio One's Sept. 21 launch of The End,
an Active Rock format on its newest and
fourth station in Atlanta, will be short-

lived. In the next few weeks, the station's fre-
quency, 107.9, will be the new home of
Urban Hip Hop, WHTA-FM. The 97.5 fre-
quency will then be programmed with
Gospel, one of the few Gospel stations in the
country on the FM band and the first Gospel
FM in a major market.

The younger -skewing WHTA was up in
the Summer ratings to a 4.4 from a 3.5 share.
But despite a strong 7.5 share among its 18-
34 target demographic, it still lags signifi-
cantly behind the Urban leader in the mar-
ket, Infinity Broadcasting's WVEE-FM,
which has a 15.7 share.

"We'll be able to gain more listeners
when we increase coverage with the new
[107.9] signal," said Wayne Brown, vp and

regional manager for Radio One.
Programming for the new Gospel station

on 97.5 will be modeled after WNNL-FM,
Radio One's highly successful Gospel station
in Raleigh, N.C. Ranked sixth in the market,
with a 5.4 overall share, WNNL scored third
in the market among adults 25-54.

Radio One's simulcast of Smooth Jazz on
WJZZ-FM (107.5) and on 102.5 is also due
for a split in the next 30 days. The company
is currently determining what the new for-
mat will be to fit into its strategy to "super -
serve the African American community,"
said Brown. As for the ill-fated Rock exper-
iment, Brown said: "We thought there was a
niche there."

In the near term, Radio One's advertising
could take a hit. "With WVEE strong in
every daypart and [Cox Radio's] WALR-FM,
the No. 2 Urban station in the market, I'll
wait and see how it shakes out," said Elaine
Pearson, the Atlanta media buyer for The
Media Edge. -KB
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BUT I DON'T GO TO 3COM PARK.
I GO TO THE PLACE WHERE MY HEROES PLAYED,
WHERE "THE CATCH" WAS CAUGHT, WHERE A DYNASTY WAS BUILT.
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Market Profile

Los Angeles
AN INCREASINGLY FRAGMENTED AUDIENCE FOR LOCAL TELEVISION NEWS HAS SHAKEN

up the Los Angeles media business this year. There are now seven TV

stations broadcasting regularly scheduled newscasts in the country's
second-largest market, a proliferation of news programming that has

caused major headaches for the market's two
longtime news leaders, NBC's owned -and -
operated KNBC-TV and ABC O&O KABC.

In last May's sweeps, both KNBC and
KABC suffered significant news ratings loss-
es, while CBS O&O KCBS, which has trailed
in the market for years, enjoyed strong gains.
At 6 p.m., KNBC plummeted to a 4.1 rating/
9 share in households, down 28 percent in
ratings and 18 percent in share
from May 2000. KABC posted a
5.8/12, off 8 percent in both rat-
ings and share. Meanwhile, KCBS
gained 54 percent in ratings and
33 percent in share, to an average
2.0/4.

Paula Madison, the former
news director of WNBC-TV in
New York who took over as pres-
ident/general manager of KNBC
last November, is dramatically
remaking the outlet, installing

new anchor lineups and moving toward more
substantive coverage. Madison has largely
done away with freeway chases (a staple of
local TV news in L.A.) and grisly crime cov-
erage in favor of segments on topics such as
California's energy crisis, education, health-
care and politics.

Last week, Madison tapped Kim Godwin,
previously vp of news operations for the NBC

NIELSEN MONITOR -PLUS

AD SPENDING BY MEDIA / LOS ANGELES
Jan.-Dec. 1999

Spot TV $1,384,056,800
Local Newspaper $948,761,480
Spot Radio $561,801,670
Outdoor $104,968,562
FSI Coupon* $31,168,370
Local Magazine $28,107,140
Local Sunday Supplement $582,350
Total $3,059,446,372
*Packaged goods only Source: Nielsen Monitor -Plus

Jan.-Dec. 2000

$1,590,869,853
$933,893,660
$650,142,500
$121,323,859
$31,986,060
$27,295,630

$488,840
$3,356,000,402

station group, as vp/news director of KNBC.
Godwin replaced Nancy Bauer -Gonzales,
who resigned from KNBC in. August follow-
ing disagreements with Madison and recently
joined KCAL -TV, Young Broadcasting's In-
dependent outlet in L.A., as news director.

KABC is the leader in most local -news time
periods, but KNBC won at 11 p.m. in house-
holds in the most recent sweeps (July), accord-
ing to Nielsen Media Research (see Nielsen
chart on page 20). KABC and KNBC are the
only two stations in the market that program
news at 4 p.m., although KNBC has said it will
cancel its 4 p.m. news in fall 2002 because of
lackluster ratings and replace it with the new
syndicated talk show Dr. Phil.

According to BIA Financial Network,
KABC generated the highest total ad revenue
in 2000 at $290 million, slightly above
KNBC's $281.8 million. The No. 3 biller in
the market is News Corp.'s Fox O&O
KTTV, which took in $215.6 million in 2000,
according to BIA. In July, Fox also took con-
trol of L.A. UPN affiliate KCOP-TV, fol-
lowing News Corp.'s acquisition of former
KCOP parent Chris-Craft Industries. News
Corp. has said it will combine the ad sales
staffs of the two stations; the company has not
disclosed its plans for the outlets' news oper-
ations. KCOP produces an hour-long 10 p.m.
news that competes against newscasts on
KTTV and KTLA-TV, Tribune Co.'s WB
affiliate David Boylan, gm of KTTV, is now
also gm of KCOP.

David Woodcock, formerly gm of KCOP,
recently moved over to KCBS in the same
position. Woodcock replaced John Severino,
who retired. Despite its recent ratings gains,
KCBS continues to trail most of its competi-
tors in evening- and late -news time periods by
a wide margin. The station has made two sig-
nificant talent hires this year, wooing Harold
Greene, an 18 -year veteran of KABC, and

Kent Shocknek, an 18 -year veter-
an of KNBC. Greene co-anchors
KCBS' 5 and 11 p.m. newscasts,
while Shocknek co -hosts the sta-
tion's 5-7 a.m. morning news.

KCBS' 5 p.m. news has
enjoyed a ratings lift from its syn-
dicated Judge Judy lead-in at 4
p.m. The court show, added last
September, has been the only pro-
gram in the market to register rat-
ings gains at 4 p.m.

Over at Tribune's KTLA, the
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Business. Provides the most comprehensive local, national and
global business coverage in Southern California.Where millions of

Los Angeles Times readers, from the economic elite to everyday

stockholders, turn daily to check on their financial world. And
with more "blue chip" information, comes more advertising
opportunities. So let us show you. After all, buying a single ad in

the L.A.Times allows you to reach more L.A. DMA adults than a

For more information or to advertise,
CONTACT RAY MCCUTCHEON,

VICE PRESIDENT OF DISPLAY ADVERTISING,

at I -800-latimes, ext. 73371 or ray.mccutcheon@latimes.com

AT&T Rejects
Can:feasts Bid
for Cable Unit
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spot on any prime time television program...or a spot on any Top
5 radio station during drive-time...or any outdoor advertisement

...or an ad in any national magazine or any national newspaper.

What's more, you're reaching 83% of the affluent* L.A. DMA adult

newspaper readers who have investment portfolios of $250,000

or more. If you're looking to be a success, and who isn't, contact

our Advertising department today.

Cos Angeles Mmes
latimes.corn

*Adults who have HHI of $150,000+

Note: National magazines include People. Time, NewsweekVogue,Vanity Fair. Top 5 radio stations as of fourth-quarter 2000 Arbitron ratings include: KLVE-FM, KIIS-FM, KROQ-FM, KSCA-FM, KPWR-FM.
Sources: 2000 Market -Mate -TV Schedule Report/Los Angeles, Los Angeles Times I/11/01, 2000 Los Angeles Scarborough Release I Study, Marketer's Guide to Media 2001, 2000 MRI Doublebase, 2001 Gallup Poll of Media Usage.



Market Profile
station's 5-7 a.m. morning news program in
July regained the top spot in the ratings from
KTTV's Good Day LA., which had overtaken
KTLA in July 2000.

As the owner of both KTLA and the Los
Angeles Times, the market's largest newspaper,
Tribune Co. is busy maximizing its synergies
in L.A. On Oct. 31, the media giant plans to
turn on TV cameras in the newsroom of the
Times, enabling the paper's reporters to appear
live on KTLA!s newscasts to provide analysis
and promote stories they are working on.

The demographics of Los Angeles have
changed dramatically over the past two
decades. Nearly 7 million Hispanics, or 20 per-
cent of all U.S. Hispanics, live in LA, making
it the largest Spanish-language market in the
country. The market is projected to become 50
percent Hispanic within the next 10 years.
According to Scarborough Research, Hispan-
ics make up 36 percent of the market, although
other estimates put it at closer to 40 percent.

Many media outlets target this powerful
and growing segment of the population. The
L.A. market has five Spanish -language TV sta-
tions, more than two dozen Spanish -language
radio stations and 17 Hispanic newspapers.

KMEX-TV, the flagship of the Los Ange-
les-based Univision network, is the top -rated
Spanish -language station in the country.
KMEX's 6 p.m. newscast ranks third in house-
hold ratings (behind KABC and KNBC) and
is tops "across the board" among the key
demos adults 18-34, 18-49, 25-49 and 25-54,
says Patricia Ramos, a KMEX representative.

Telemundo Group O&O KVEA-TV is the
No. 2 Spanish -language outlet in the market,
averaging a 3 sign -on -to -sign -off to KMEX's
7, according to Nielsen Media Research.

Earlier this year, both Univision and Tele-
mundo moved to extend their reach by acquir-
ing additional stations in the market. Univi-
sion acquired KHSC-TV (Channel 46),
previously a Home Shopping Network affili-
ate, and Telemundo picked up former Inde-
pendent KWHY-TV (Channel 22).

According to Scarborough Research (see
chart above), only 67 percent of the market's
residents are connected to cable TV, below
the national average of 73 percent for the
country's top 50 markets.

Local interconnect Adlink serves all 3.3
million cable homes in the market. Thir-
teen -year -old Adlink, the country's first
interconnect, is owned by the major opera-
tors Adelphia Cable, AOL Time Warner,
AT&T Broadband, Charter Communica-
tions and Cox Cable, all of which have cable

SCARBOROUGH PROFILE

Comparison of Los Angeles
TO THE TOP 50 MARKET AVERAGE

DEMOGRAPHICS

Top 50 Market
Average %

Los Angeles
Composition %

Los Angeles
Index

Age 18-34 31 36 114
Age 35-54 41 40 99
Age 55+ 28 24 86
HHI $75,000+ 25 26 105
College Graduate 12 11 90
Any Postgraduate Work 10 10 97
Professional/Managerial 23 22 96
African American 13 8 64
Hispanic 12 36 290

MEDIA USAGE - AVERAGE AUDIENCES*
Read Any Daily Newspaper 53 49 93
Read Any Sunday Newspaper 64 58 91

Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 22 25 111
Total Radio Evening Drive M -F 18 20 109
Total TV Early Evening M -F 30 27 92
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 39 35 91

Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 13 9 68

MEDIA USAGE - CUME AUDIENCES**
Read Any Daily Newspaper 72 68 95
Read Any Sunday Newspaper 77 72 94
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 75 77 102
Total Radio Evening Drive M -F 73 75 102
Total TV Early Evening M -F 71 71 100
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 91 91 101
Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 58 48 83

MEDIA USAGE - OTHER
Access InternetNVWW 58 60 103

HOME TECHNOLOGY
Own a Personal Computer 64 61 96
Shop Using Online Services/Internet 27 24 91
Connected to Cable 73 67 92
Connected to Satellite/Microwave Dish 14 13 91

'Media Audiences -Average: average issue readers for newspapers; average quarter-hour listeners within a specific daypart for
radio; average half-hour viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cable. **Media Audiences -fume: 5 -issue curse readers
for daily newspapers; 4 -issue cume readers for Sunday newspapers; cume of all listeners within a specific daypart for radio;
cume of all viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cable.
Source: 2000 Scarborough Research Top 50 Market Report (August 1999 -September 2000)

systems in the market.
Adlink inserts local ads on 44 cable net-

works, up from 40 a year ago. "Our combined
share of viewing for those 44 networks in July
was 41 percent, up from 34 percent a year
ago," says Hank Oster, Adlink executive vp
and gm. More than a third of TV viewing in
Los Angeles is via cable, Oster says.

Adlink offers advertisers targeted programs
including Adcopy, through which an advertis-
er can run different spots targeting specific
segments of viewers simultaneously across
several cable networks. Adlink also has a dedi-
ated sales force for reaching Hispanic viewers
on cable.

The L.A. market's myriad daily newspa-
pers and other print vehicles offer further evi-
dence of the demographic fragmentation of

this expansive DMA. Because of the splintered
audience, no single daily newspaper can pro-
vide advertisers total coverage the the market.

Tribune's Los Angeles Times has the broad-
est and largest reach, with circulation of
1,058,494 daily and 1,391,343 on Sunday.
The daily circ figure declined 4.8 percent for
the six months ended March 31 compared to
the same period a year earlier, according to
the Audit Bureau of Circulations; Sunday
circ advanced slightly. The Times' Sunday
edition includes the Los Angeles Times Sunday
Magazine, one of the few remaining Sunday
mag sections published by a daily newspaper.

The Times has a distribution partnership
with the market's leading Spanish -language
newspaper, locally owned La Opinion, which
has circulation of 118,080 daily and 71,495 on
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look for ktla's
syndicated
success to
continue this
fall.

ktla syndication debuts
NSI rank

adults
18-34

adults
18-49

adults
25-54

Cheers
Nov. '87/Llp #1 #1 #1
Seinfeld
Nov. '95/7:30p #2 #2 #2
Friends
Nov. '98/7p #1 #1 #1
Source: Los Angeles 0.51 VIP Reports. Program ranks based
on KTLA performance compared to other Los Angeles enter-
tainment programming within designated half-hour time penod.

Thank you for your adve ' support!
televis on os angeles511V



Market Profile
Sunday. Reflecting the market's rapidly grow-
ing Hispanic population, La Opinion's daily
circ jumped nearly 10 percent in the six
months ended last March compared to a year
earlier, and Sunday circ increased 6.6 percent.

The second-largest daily in Los Angeles
County is Denver -based MediaNews Group's
Los Angeles Daily News, which has a daily circ
of 190,010, a decline of 5.4 percent for the six
months ended in March and Sunday circ of
200,419, a decline of 5.7 percent.

In July, the Daily News welcomed new pub-
lisher John Schueler, previously publisher of
the Minneapolis Star Tribune. Before going to
Minnesota, Schueler had served as president/
COO of the Orange County Register in Santa
Ana, Calif., part of the L.A. DMA.

The Daily News is the largest daily in
MediaNews' dozen -paper regional chain, the
Los Angles Newspaper Group. The group,
with a total circulation of 600,000, includes
the suburban papers the Pasadena Star News,
San Gabriel Valley Tribune and Long Beach
Press -Telegram.

The Orange County Register is the flagship
of the Freedom Communications group. The
Register's daily circ for the six months ended
last March was 353,334, down 4.1 percent;
Sunday circ was 410,207, a 3.2 percent decline.

Los Angeles magazine, founded in 1960, has
gone through several management changes in
recent years. In March 2000, Emmis Com-
munications acquired the title from Walt Dis-
ney Co., following a fierce bidding war with
Primedia. Emmis, which publishes several
other regional magazines, including Texas
Monthly and Atlanta, also owns two FM radio
stations in L.A.

In May 2000, Emmis hired Kit Rachlis,
previously Page One editor of the L.A. Times,
as editor of Los Angeles. This past January,
Rachlis introduced a complete graphic re-
design of the magazine, along with a sharpened
editorial focus on topics pertaining to L.A.

LA Weekly, a free -circulation alternative
paper owned by the publisher of New York's
Village Voice, targets young readers in the
market.

In radio, Clear Channel Communications
and Viacom's Infinity Broadcasting are the
dominant owners in the market. With its nine
stations, Clear Channel has a combined lis-
tener share of 22 and $284.7 million in ad rev-
enue, 30.9 percent of the market's total (see
Radio Ownership chart at right). Infinity is dose
behind with a combined 20.2 listener share for
its seven outlets and $284.2 million in billings,
30.8 percent of the total market.

NIELSEN RATINGS / LOS ANGELES
EVENING AND LATE -NEWS DAYPARTS, EEKDAYS

Evening News
Time Network
4-5 p.m

5-5:30 p.m.

6-6:30 p.m.

Late News

ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
WB
Fox
CBS
Pax
ABC
NBC
WB'Ifr:
Fo*
CBSWEIR
Pax
ABC
NBC

Univision
WB
UPN
Fox
CBS

Telemundo
Pax

Station
KABC
KNBC
KABC
KNBC
KTLA*
KTTV*
KCBS
KPXN'
KABC
KNBC
KTLA*
KTTV*
KCBS
KPXN"
KABC
KNBC
KMEX
KTLA*
KCOP*
KTTV"
KCBS
KVEA
KPXN*

1Q711 WB KTLA=Fox'KTTV
UPN KCOP
NBC KNBC
ABC KABC

Univision. KMEX
CBS KCBS
Fox K I I V*

WB KTLA*
UPN KCOP*

Telemundo KVEA
Pax KPXN*

11-11:30 p.m.

'Non -news programming Source: Nielsen Media Research, July 2t101

RADIO OWNERSHIP

OWNER STATIONS

Clear Channel Communications 3 AM, 6 FM 22.0 $284.7
Infinity Broadcasting 2 AM, 5 FM 20.2 $284.2
Hispanic Broadcasting 3 FM 9.6 $71.1
Emmis Communications 2 FM 7.1 $61.6
ABC Radio 2 AM, 1 FM 4.9 $59.5
Radio One 2 FM 4.1 $43.1

Liberman Broadcasting 2 AM, 1 FM 3.5 $23.0
Spanish Broadcasting 1 FM 3.0 $16.1
Entravision Communications 2 FM 1.2 $12.6
Mt. Wilson FM 1 FM 1.2 89.6

Rating

5.4
3.0
4.8
3.7
3.1

2.4
2.2
0.4
4.8
3.

3.
2.4
2.2
0.4
5.8
4.3
3.3
3.2
2.9
2.3
2.2
1.5

0.5

3.2
3.1

2.1

6.8
5.6
3.9
3.5
2.3
2.2
2.0
1.0
0.8

Share

14
8

11

8

7

5

5

1

41

1

12

9

7

6

6

5

5

3

1

6
5
4

15
12

8

8

5

5

4

2

2

Avg. Qtr. -Hour Revenue Share of
Share (in millions) Total

30.9%

30.8%
7.79

6.7%
6.5%
4.7%

2.5%
1.7%

1.4%
1.0%

Includes only stations with significant regisiratior in Arbitron diary returns and licensed in Los Angeles or immediate area.
Ratings from Arbitron Spring 2001 book; revenue and owner inforrnatim provided by BIA Financial Network

Third -ranked Hispanic Broadcasting
boasts the market's top -rated station, KSCA-
FM, which plays a Ranchera format. Other
ethnic -targeted stations also attract strong
listenership, including Emmis Communica-

tons' Urban/Contemporary Hit Radio out-
let KPWR-FM and its competitor, Ur-
ban -formatted KKBT-FM, owned by Radio
One. Another top performer is Clear Chan-
nel's Top 40 KIIS-FM, the highest -billing
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For the first time ever, you can precisely track and verify your TV and rcdio buys :he very
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Market Profile
station in the market at $65.5 million, accord-
ing to BIA.

Infinity's roster is led by KROQ-FM, an
Alternative property. Infinity also owns the
market's only FM New Adult Contemporary/
Jazz station, KTWV-FM. Privately held Mt.
Wilson FM operates KJAZ-AM, a low -rated
AM Jazz outlet based in Beverly Hills. The sta-
tion recently improved the strength of its sig-
nal. Mt Wilson also owns the market's lone
Classical station, KMZT-FM.

In May, Spanish Broadcasting acquired the
96.3 frequency of KFSG-FM for $250 million.
SB changed the outlet's call letters to KXOL-
FM and its format to Spanish Adult Contem-
porary/Mexican.

The Christian -formatted KFSG-FM is
now licensed out of Redondo Beach, Calif.,
and is at 93.5 on the dial, replacing Spanish
Broadcasting's KMJR-FM, which had featured
Korean programming. (Several other stations
continue to target the market's sizeable Asian
population.)

In another recent change, Clear Channel
reformatted its KCMG -FM, flipping it from
R&B Oldies to Hot Adult Contemporary, with
the new call letters KHHT-FM.

Thanks in large part to its unparalleled
freeway system, Los Angeles is the No. 1 out -
of -home ad market in the country. Prime out-
door locations include the Sunset Strip, West
Los Angeles, Hollywood, West Hollywood,
Century City, Santa Monica, Venice, the Ven-
tura Corridor and the area around the Los
Angeles International Airport, known as LAX.

Los Angeles' strong outdoor market in-
cludes a number of players. Viacom's decision
to merge its out -of -home companies Infinity
Outdoor (now Viacom Outdoor) and TDI
solidified the company's presence in the mar -

RADIO LISTENERSHIP

STATION

KSCA-FM

KKBT-FM

KLVE-FM

KROO-FM

KITS -FM

KNX-AM

KLSX-FM

KPWR-FM

KFI-AM

KLOS-FM

FORMAT

Ranchera

Urban

Variety/Spanish

Alternative

Top 40

News

Talk

Urban/Contemporary Hit Radio

Talk

Album -Oriented Rock

Source: Arbitron Winter 200t Radio Market Report

NEWSPAPERS: THE ABCS

Daily Sunday
Circulation Circulation

Los Angeles County: 3,175,119 Households

Daily Market
Penetration

Sunday Market
Penetration

Torrance Daily Breeze 84,321 83,805 2.7% 2.6%
Press -Telegram (Long Beach) 92,336 104,560 2.9% 3.3%
La Opinion 81,762 49,747 2.6% 1.6%
Los Angeles Times 711,134 869,481 22.4% 27.4%
Pasadena Star -News 38,873 38,745 1.2% 1.2%
Los Angeles Daily News 178,936 188,508 5.6% 5.9%
San Gabriel Valley Tribune 52,608 54,739 1.7% 1.7%

Riverside County: 517,975 Households
North County Times 14,339 14,202 2.8% 2.7%
Los Angeles Times 36,351 53,211 7.0% 10.3%
Palm Springs Desert Sun 49,849 51,962 9.6% 10.0%
The (Riverside) Press -Enterprise 155,716 162,563 30.1% 31.4%
Orange County Register 5,482 7,564 1.1% 1.5%

Santa Barbara County: 140,61 5 Households
Lompoc Record 7,621 7,799 5.4% 5.5%
Los Angeles Times 13,175 14,258 9.4% 10.1%
Santa Barbara Press News 44,339 47,550 31.5% 33.9%
Santa Maria Times 17,529 18,507 12.5% 13.2%

Ventura County: 244,710 Households
La Opinicin 2,424 1,523 1.0% 0.6%
Los Angeles Times 46,900 61,187 19.2% 25.0%
Los Angeles Daily News 19,281 22,322 7.9% 9.1%
Ventura County Star 93,110 106,151 38.0% 43.4%

Orange County: 955,454 Households
Los Angeles Times 192,043 256,454 20.1% 26.8%
Orange County Register 338,126 390,841 35.4% 40.9%

Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations

ket. While TDI controls advertising on Los
Angeles city buses, Viacom Outdoor offers
1,475 permanent and rotary 14 -by -48 -ft. bul-
letins, just less than 3,000 posters, 17 vinyl -
wrapped building walls and 3,500 bus shelter
positions. "Our inventory with posters and
transit combined gives us a pretty good reach
throughout the metro area," says Mechele
Kern, local sales manager for Viacom Outdoor.

Clear Channel Outdoor also
has a significant presence in the
market. Clear Channel domi-
nates the 30 -sheet poster -panel
segment of the business; the
company's offerings also in-
clude 14 -by -48 -ft. bulletins,
walls, kiosks and LEDs.

While Clear Channel and
Viacom have the most outdoor
inventory in the market, sever-
al other players have held their
ground by carving out niches.
L.A.-based Van Wagner Out-
door offers a jumbo video
board along the Sunset Strip
that can be shared by up to five
advertisers at a time, at a cost

Avg. Qtr. -Hour Share
Morning Evening

Drive, 12+ Drive, 12+

8.2 2.6

4.8 3.5

4.6 3.7

4.2 5.1

4.2 4.6

3.8 2.0

3.5 2.9

3.4 4.9

3.4 2.5

3.3 2.6

of $18,000 per month per advertiser. Van
Wagner also controls about 325 bulletin fac-
ings in the market.

Vista Media, a division of Entravision
Communications, dominates the eight -sheet
poster segment of the outdoor business.
Vista's 5,500 eight -sheets are situated on sur-
face streets in the urban areas of Los Ange-
les County.

Regency Outdoor Advertising offers bul-
letins and some wall positions and has a dom-
inant presence along the Sunset Strip. Regen-
cy also has a strong presence in the LAX area.
Summit Media, based in Santa Monica, also
operates several bulletin positions.

Earlier this year, E -Caps North America,
based in Winnipeg, Canada, introduced a
new outdoor vehicle to the market. The
company's "E -caps" are 17 -inch automobile
wheel covers that remain stationary while a
car is in motion. The caps were fitted to taxi-
cabs owned by City Cab of Los Angeles, the
first company in the U.S. to outfit its fleet
with the wheel covers. City Cab started out
with 50 of its vehicles featuring the branded
wheels; the company has plans to increase
the total to 200. -with Jeremy Murphy
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choosing a Hispanic

You don't want to be a conejillo de Indias (that's guinea pig In Spanish).

To start with, save yourself a ton of time just by looking at the
agency's client roster. You know that large companies who
believe. and are investing heavily in the profitable Hispanic market,

aren't very keen on taking risks. They may have tried more than

one Hispanic agency, and if they've stuck to the same one for a
long time, that really tells you something.

An agency is its people. In this case, Hispanic people.

You go to a Japanese restaurant and the rnail preparing your sushi is

not Japancoc. We've all seen it Although the sushi may be decent it's

just not the same thing. You want the people that cook up your

Hispanic advertising to really know the market to live it understand it

and to be able to connect with it You want the agency team to be as

diverse as the market itself. In other words you don't want no stranger

rolling up your burritos

Independence is a state oP mind.

Should you care if your Hispanic agency is an independent shop or

part of a large communications group? Sure you should. Being part of

an important group means having a wealth of resources access to an

incredible amount of information. and plenty of leverage to negotiate

with the media. All this knowledge and power is used to the benefit of

your company and your product The secret is to find an agency that

combines the resourcefulness of a large group with the independent

thinking and the personal attention you get from a small shop. Not an

easy task

r tnan

ING
an Ad Agency?

How do you say Creative in Spanish?
Like in any other language: fresh. original, never -seen -before,

compelling. But sensitive to the insights that are relevant to Hispanics

Our best advice is: look at the agencys reel like a consumer. not a

client If it bores you, don't touch that agency. Even if they tell you how

spectacular the results were. Were they really ? See the next point

ou are what you sell.

Any Hispanic agency worth its salt (for margaritas) should be able to

show you case -studies and results achieved for their clients. We mean

facts and numbers not a dog and pony show. Not a beautiful pinata

that's empty inside. Would you give your hard-earned money to a law

firm without any knowledge of their track record? You're hiring their

brains not the designer suits

Who's paying Por this ad?
We thought you'd never askl Its Lapiz an Integrated Hispanic Marketing

agency. Lapiz is part of Leo Burnett USA Inc, one of the companies of

the Bcom3 Group. Inc_ a top -tier global advertising and marketing

communications organization. Lapiz has been around for 14 years, its

the only Hispanic agency with 5 EFFIE awards We work with blue-chip

clients, and many of them have been with Lapiz for 10 years Lapiz is a

group of independently -minded people from 10 different Latin-
American countries who would be more than happy to show you what

they have done for their clients Doesnt that sound exactly like the kind

of Hispanic agency you're looking for? What a coincidence.

35 West Wacker Drive Chicago, Illinois 60601 312.220.5404 (Sylvia Cruz) Fax 312.220.6212 laplz@chi.leoburnett.com !Viz
Integrated Hips* Mistaking

A difAsico of Leo Barrett USA
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RESOURCES
In this advertising supplement, research firms ACNielsen, Claritas and Spectra use their specialized, proprietary
data to add insight to the U.S. Census 2000 findings on Hispanic Americans.

ACNielsen, a company of VNU N.V., is

the world's leading market research

firm, offering measurement and

analysis of marketplace dynamics,

consumer attitudes and behavior, and

new and traditional media in more

than 100 countries. Clients include

leading consumer product manufac-

turers and retailers, service firms,

media and entertainment companies

and the Internet community.

For more information about the

ACNielsen Hispanic Consumer

Panel, contact Sharon Abish at

(516) 682-6011 or

sabish@acnielsen.com.

`AC Nielsen

Spectra provides manufacturers, retailers,

and brokers in the consumer goods

industries with consumer segmentation,

data integration, and retail intelligence.

Spectra strives to delivers "fully integrated

Consumer -Centric Marketing solutions"

to the CPG industry. Consumer -Centric

Marketing (CCM) creates Marketing ROl

by measuring the sales volume impact of

all consumer directed spending. Spectra,

working with many information partners,

is assembling a breakthrough set of tools

that provide the new century marketer,

sales professional, or advertising manager,

the means to create unparalleled efficiency

in all marketing spending.

For further Spectra information, please visit

our website at www.spectramarketing.com,

or call Spectra at (877) 253-4657.

Spectra
intelligent targeting-

Claritas Inc. is regarded as the premier

provider of precision marketing solutions

including demographic data, customer

segmentation systems and other market-

ing tools to a variety of industries.

Financial Services, Retail, Real Estate and

Telecommunications are a few industries

Claritas serves. It is a division of VNU

Marketing Information, Inc.

Contact Info: url: www.claritas.com,

Phone: (800) 234-5973,

email: info@claritas.com

CLARITAS
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Peeling Back The Onion
Marketers get closer to understanding the segment with each layer.

BY KEN GREENBERG

When Isabel Valdes came to the United States in 1974,
her first trip to a grocery store proved overwhelming
and potentially problematic. She saw numerous prod-

ucts that she didn't recognize, including salad dressing. "It
looked like 'gomina,' a type of gel I would see people using on
their hair back home, so I thought it was some type of hair prod-
uct," she said. In her native Chile, salad is a popular dish, but
dressing is virtually unheard of-oil and vinegar or lemon are
more customary toppings. Today, Valdes and her family have
become frequent salad
dressing users and she's
become a much sought-after
consultant to companies try-
ing to understand and serve
the Hispanic market.

The business community's
growing knowledge of the
Hispanic market can be
likened to peeling an onion.
The first layer, recognition as
a whole, was peeled for it.
The sheer size of the market
has grown too large for any-
one to miss the significance
of this group. Especially with
all the news stories this year
detailing the figures reported
by the Census Bureau, which pegged the Hispanic community as
the largest ethnic group in the United States with 34.7 million con-
stituents. Some suggest that the actual number is even higher.

The next layer of understanding was the realization that,
despite many cultural similarities, Hispanics residing in various
regions of the United States are distinct from each other.
Consumers in Los Angeles are different from those in Chicago,
who aren't the same as those in New York. This is primarily

hccause immigrants from each country tend to cluster in specif-
ic geographic areas-such as Mexicans in Southern California or
Cubans in Miami-and some Hispanic communities are more
acculturated than others because residents migrated to the U.S.
earlier. Marketers soon discovered that their product preferences
differed as well.

ACNielsen tracks those differences with our Scantrack Ethnic
Service, which compares product purchasing in large supermarkets
located in metros with heavy concentrations of Hispanic
residents-Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Chicago, Houston and

San Antonio-to those in the
general market. Some products
are big sellers for the Hispanic
community across all six mar-
kets. Lard, for instance,
because it's used in preparing
traditional foods such as
Mexican enchiladas and
tamales. But each market also
shows many unique product
preferences.

Such as for shortening and
oil purchases. Overall, the cate-
gory indexes high in the
Hispanic community in all six
cities monitored by Scantrack,
especially Houston, where the
index is 184. But as we drill into

the category, which is comprised of cooking sprays, salad and
cooking oil, olive oil, shortening and lard, we see several important
distinctions and preferences.

While cooking sprays tend to under -index across all six
markets, lard over -indexes in each. Olive oil, on the other hand,
only indexes high with the Hispanic community in Miami, home
to immigrants from Puerto Rico, Cuba and other Caribbean
islands. This is because the Spanish brought olive oil to the

Hispanic Shopping Index for Six Major Markets
To determine the dollar volume index, ACNielsen takes the total dollar sales
of Hispanic -area stores to determine what percentage of the total a specific
item comprises, then compares that figure with the figure for the general
market. For example, if three -tenths of a percent of sales comes from table
salt in the Hispanic area stores compared with two -tenths of a percent in
the general market, Hispanic -area stores would have an index of 150.

Total Shortening/Oil

Cooking Sprays

Salad/Cooking Oil

Olive Oil

Shortening

Lard

Source: ACNielsen

DOLLAR VOLUME INDEX

Chicago Houston

117 184

68 46

160 227

75 72

12 23 47 240 90 206

270 521 245 205 505 302

Los

Angeles Miami
New

York
San

Antonio

150 136 144 159

43 68 65 74

189 137 229 178

56 159 94 56

soundbites
I was in the grocery store the other day-the bread aisle as I'm a bread fiend. As I make my selection of one loaf of white bread, one loaf of

wheat and the obligatory (wife -induced) 12 grain, I hearken back to my days as a child in Mexico and a specific memory of my mother buying

toast at the store. It seems strange today that anyone would buy toast. After all, isn't that why we have toasters? What's an extra 60 seconds

of effort to make toast out of bread? I think the whole toast thing goes back to when electricity was not available in many parts of Mexico. No

electricity, no toaster. No toaster, no toast. No toast? Well, Bimbo (the behemoth multinational bakery) took care of that problem. They started

selling toast. Today, most grocery stores in Mexico and many U.S. grocery stores catering to Hispanics still carry toast. My gut tells me that today

toast sales are due to nostalgia and tradition, but most ways you slice it, so is Hispanic marketing.

-JOSE VILLASENOR, VICE PRESIDENT, KETCHUM TEXAS
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"L'Oreal provides the most advanced technologies to all
of its audiences regardless of frontiers or cultures. Thus joining with StarMedia, a global leader
in Internet technologies, is important for our communication strategy."

The idea is to create an on-line too where thousands of Spanish- and Portuguese -speaking women can find
information on beauty and other topics relevant to their lives. A place where they can be heard and advised.
Where they can have a one cin one relationship with L'Oreal and its products.
The result: Cadarnujer.com / Viamulhercom. The first on-line destination entirely dedicated to Spanish- and
Portuguese -speaking women. The powerful results generated by this pioneering venture demonstrate what two
leading companies can accomplish together, taking full advantage of everything that the Internet has to offer.

Cadamajer.com is yet another example of how StarMedia can help advertisers connect with their target audience.
To learr more about our services cat, us at 4-305-938-3000 or send an email to advertising@starmedia.net
StarMedia, effective solutions on the Internet. www.starmedia.com
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Regalos Sin Fronteras: Send gifts to Latin
America without paying import duties and
international shipping.

 Centro de Idiomas: Learn Spanish, English
OT Portuguese._
Envios de Dinero: A convenient and safe
way to send money to Latin America.
Terra Mall: Search and compare prices at
more then 2,000 U.S. merchants.
Compras USA: American products available
from anywhere in the world.
Sabot Hispano: The place to find authentic
Hispanic treats.

An innovative concept on the
Internet created exclusively for

teenagers.

A virtual world where there's
always something for them:

Fashion, Music, Love, Celebrities,
Concerts, and more.

A place where you can talk to
them in their own language.

The only bilingual channel designed
just for kids, so they can learn while
doing what they like best: Playing!

A special, magical place where kids
and their parents can have a
one -of -a -kind interactive experience.

A wonderful, kid -friendly place to
learn and have fun at the same time!

Terra offers you the key to successful and cost-effective online advertising
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TerraRock -A hip musical event
dedicated to "Rock en Espafiol".
Users can be part of a live concert
featuring their favorite artists while
helping local bands realize their dreams.

aimed to catch the attention
o the Hispanic Market. For example:

TerraGol - 1st Hispanic Beach Soccer
tournament that allows fans to play

their favorite sport while competing for
great prizes.

Virtual Soccer Cup - Fans of all ages
can play online, allowing them to
enjoy the excitement of the game
without ever leaving their home.

TuMonitor allows our users to
access the Internet in a quick and

easy way.

With TuMonitor, users can track
their e-mail accounts, award

programs and packages while also
accessing a wide array of financial

services. They can follow their
horoscopes, local weather and

much more.

All in a secure fashion and with
a single Terra username and

password.

with highly targeted channels, services, promotions and events.

or advertising@terra.com terra
Internet,
mas tuyo que nunca.
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Peeling Back The Onion
Americas, Valdes explains, and its use is particularly strong in
the Caribbean because of that region's ongoing ties to Spain.
These findings are helping marketers determine where to offer
various products and how to best promote them.

Today, marketers are in the process of peeling back the third
layer-they are exploring nuances that exist within the Hispanic
community in a given market. Since January 1999, ACNielsen
has been running a consumer panel in the Los Angeles area con-
sisting of Hispanic households across the spectrum of language
preferences, a proxy for acculturation. For a portion of the 1,500
households, Spanish is either the preferred or only language
spoken, other households are bilingual and the rest use English
as their preferred tongue. Each segment is represented on the
panel according to its size in the population of the four -county
Los Angeles area: Spanish only / preferred, 47%; bilingual, 37%;
English only / preferred, 16%. Again, when one digs deeper,
more telling buying trends emerge.

When shortening / oil purchases are compared, it appears that
the category is only slightly more important to Hispanic house-
holds -88% purchase the category compared to 79% of non -
Hispanic households. But when the data is broken down by lan-
guage preference, we see that the least acculturated households
are a bit more likely to purchase the category than the more
acculturated households: 92% vs. 82%.

The difference is even much more dramatic with lard. Only 3%
of the most acculturated households purchase it, but more than
three times as many Spanish only/preferred households (11%)
do. Similar results are observed in many categories. These find-
ings have significant ramifications for the marketing efforts and
strategies of manufacturers, both in terms of whom they target
with their messages and how they communicate.

The findings also have ramifications for retailers. A separate
ACNielsen Homescan study found that the least acculturated
Hispanic households in Los Angeles are less likely to have easy
access to transportation, making it more difficult to get to large
supermarkets. They are therefore more likely to utilize smaller
and closer shopping outlets, such as neighborhood bodegas
rather than large supermarkets. At least one innovative grocery

retailer is aware of this conundrum-it now offers bus service to
deliver Hispt c shoppers to its doorstep.

It is doub, 1 that many Hispanics are confusing salad dress-
ing with hair gel today. However, data from the ACNielsen
Homescan LA Hispanic panel shows that the least acculturated
Hispanics are still much less likely to purchase salad dressing
than their more acculturated counterparts. And herein lies an
important lesson for marketers. It is much easier to learn about
and cater to the food preferences recent immigrants brought from
their home countries than to educate them about products that sell
well to Americans and convince them that they should buy those
products as well.
Ken Greenberg is vice president, consumer marketing services,
for ACNielsen Homescan, ACNielsen's consumer panel
consisting of 67,000 North American households. ACNielsen
(http://acnielsen.com) is headquartered in Schaumburg, Ill.

Top Five Category Indexes by Geographic Area
Dollar Dollar

SAN ANTONIO Volume Index LOS ANGELES Volume Index

Toilet Bowl Deodorizors 439 Vitamins/Tonics (Liquid, Powders) 302
Lard 302 Lard 245
Mexican Foods (Canned) 232 Ham (Canned, Refrigerated) 240
Orange Juice (Shelf Stable) 230 Dry Beans 232
Infant Formulas 226 Bouillon 228

Dollar Dollar
CHICAGO Volume Index MIAMI Volume Index

Malt Liquor 294 Children's Cologne 449
Lard 270 Cooking Wine & Sherry 324
Flea Collars 233 Colognes and Perfumes 263
Glazes 231 Rem. Chilies (Canned Pimentos) 256
Cranberry Juice (Refrigerated) 231 Flaked Soda Crackers 237

HOUSTON

Toilet Bowl Deodorizors

Lard

Battery Chargers

Flour( -All Purpose, -Remaining)

Cameras

Dollar

Volume Index

577

521

478

465

446

NEW YORK

Children's Cologne

Lard

Near Beer 448

Deodorant (Cologne Type) 439

Rem. Packaged Meat (Refrigerated) 407

Dollar

Volume Index

566

505

soundbites
One of the most compelling stories coming from Census 2000 is that of Latino youth. Did you know that one out of every five births in the U.S.

today is to a Latina mother? The Latino population skews significantly younger than the mainstream, and a key trend here is "retro-acculturation."

Many of these youth are growing up as American as apple pie, watching network TV and rejecting Spanish language influences. But as they enter

their teens, they begin to embrace their Hispanic heritage and learn more about their roots. Effectively reaching this burgeoning audience of

consumers will be a significant source of volume for many products. We will see more media programming and advertising focused on this group.

Right now, Nickelodeon's most popular shows are "Brothers Garcia" and "Dora the Explorer," both produced by Si N. Showtime offers Latin-

themed "Resurrection Blvd." Look for major media conglomerates Disney, Viacom and AOL Time Warner to expand English -language Latino media

offerings, through acquisition or start-up. The need to market to this young Latino audience has grown significantly, and thus, ad sales look bright.

At Prime Access, we're seeing clients place new priority on Latino marketing programs. Soon 40% of all new consumers will be Latino, either by

birth or through immigration. Now is the time to make your marketing commitment. -HOWARD BUFORD, FOUNDER & PRESIDENT, PRIME ACCESS
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The House That Roared
When viewing the Hispanic audience,

marketers should be aware of large family sizes.

BY LINDA JACOBSEN

Howimportant is the Hispanic market in the U.S.?
Consider the fact that there are more Hispanics in the U.S.
than there are Canadians in Canada and you begin to

appreciate the size and potential of this consumer segment. But it's
not just their increasing numbers that make Hispanics important.

"Hispanic culture has permeated the U.S. and is transforming
our society. If you look in the average refrigerator in the U.S.
today, you will find a jar of salsa next to the bottle of ketchup,"
explains Pablo Izquierdo, Vice President of Hispanic marketing
at EMM Creative in Bethesda, Maryland. From the cross -over
appeal of Hispanic stars like Jennifer Lopez and Ricky Martin to
the growing prevalence of Cinco de Mayo celebrations in schools
and communities all over the U.S., Hispanic is hot.

One of the most buzzed about trends revealed by the 2000
Census is the significant increase in the size and share of the U.S.
Hispanic population. Not even the Census Bureau predicted that
Hispanics would outnumber African Americans in the most
recent once -a -decade head count.

Additionally, the ranks of Hispanics are projected to grow to more
than 40 million by 2006, when the segment will comprise almost
14% of the total U.S. population. They exert even more influence in
a number of key markets across the country. Hispanics make up
over half of the population in the Miami and San Antonio areas,
almost half in Los Angeles, about one-third in Houston, and one -
quarter in New York. Chicago pegged its Hispanic population at 1.4
million in 2000, a 68% increase over that of just a decade earlier.

Since many marketing efforts are focused on households
rather than individuals, it is important to understand the key
characteristics of Hispanic homes and how they compare with
those of non -Hispanics. While it is generally acknowledged that
Hispanic households differ from those of non -Hispanic whites
in ways that can impact marketing efforts and success, recently
released Census 2000 data reveals that these contrasts have
become even sharper over the last decade.

Naturally, the number and share of households headed by

Hispanics has increased right along with the Hispanic popula-
tion. Almost 9% of all households in the U.S. were headed by
Hispanics in 2000, and the ratio in such Hispanic hotbeds as
Miami, Los Angeles and San Antonio is considerably higher.

One major difference is the larger family size of these resi-
dences. A whopping 80% of Hispanic households in the U. S.
contain families compared to 67% of non -Hispanic white house-
holds. Only one-third of all Hispanic households in the U.S. con-
tain just one or two persons, compared with almost two-thirds of
non -Hispanic white households. While the average household
size for total U.S. has not yet been released from Census 2000,
Hispanic households average one to two persons larger than
those of non -Hispanic whites across the six key Hispanic mar-
kets profiled by ACNielsen.

Less than 10% of non -Hispanic white homes contain five or
more persons, but such large households are much more prevalent
among Hispanics. In fact, more than one-third of Los Angeles and
Chicago Hispanic households fall into this category. As a result of
their bigger size, Hispanic households consume larger quantities
of certain products and services. Even though they may account
for fewer households, Hispanics can therefore be an even more

soundbites
One of the most exciting findings from the 2000 Census has to do with the geographical dispersion of the Latino population. California, Texas,

New York, New Jersey, Florida and Illinois are now joined by a host of other states as host to Latinos who have demonstrated phenomenal rates

of growth. Concentrations of subgroups within this population are also changing as evidenced by the growth of the number of Mexicans in New

York and Central and South Americans in Florida. The border and all it signifies vis-a-vis ethnic concentration and the interactions of distinct

cultural groups is no longer and probably has never been geographically fixed and limited. Rather, the border is a fluid psychological construct.

-DR. ANDREW B. ERLICH, PRESIDENT, ERLICH TRANSCULTURAL CONSULTANTS
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The House' That Roared

attractive market than non -Hispanic white households in many
metropolitan areas.

The preferences and consumption patterns of households are
greatly influenced by the age of the head of family as well as the
composition of the household: A married couple in the 35-44 age
bracket with dependent children will exhibit different consump-
tion patterns than those who don't have kids. In general, Hispanic
households are headed by younger persons than those of non -
Hispanic whites. More than one-third of Hispanic households in
the U.S. are headed by someone who is younger than 35 years of
age; only 20% of non -Hispanic white households are. The gap
among heads of households age 65 and older is also substantial.
Only 10% of Hispanic homes are headed by someone 65+, while
almost one-fourth of non -Hispanic white households are.

Because they skew younger and have higher fertility rates,
Hispanic households are also more likely to be comprised of
couples with children under the age of 18. Over one-third meet
these characteristics, while less than one-fourth of all non -
Hispanic white households do. When you add the number of
Hispanic households headed by a single parent to that figure,
over half of these homes include at least one child under 18
years of age (compared with only 29% of all non -Hispanic
white residences). This makes Hispanics an ideal market for
many products and services targeted towards children and
families with dependent children.

Partially as a result of their concentration in the younger age
groups and early family lifestages, Hispanics display lower
overall rates of home ownership than non -Hispanic whites. Less
than half of all Hispanic households own their home, compared
to almost three -fourths of non -Hispanic white households.

Even though we can make some overall generalizations about
the segment and contrast to the general population, marketers
must be careful not to assume that Hispanic households in all
markets are the same. The size of Hispanic households, the age
of their members and home ownership rates can vary substan-
tially across different metropolitan markets.

While their households on average are larger, it is more com-
mon for Hispanic homes in Miami, New York and San Antonio
to include 1-2 persons than those in Chicago, Houston or Los
Angeles. A much higher proportion of Hispanic households
in Chicago, Houston and Los Angeles are also comprised of

married couples with dependent children than those in New
York, Miarn. or San Antonio.

Hispanic heads -of -household in Miami are much more likely
to fall in the 65+ age category and much less likely to be in the
25 -to 34 age group than Hispanics in the five other markets.
`There are slightly higher shares of elderly Hispanics running
households in New York and San Antonio as well. The share of
female-helmed households with chrildren is almost twice as
high in New York as in the other metro areas.

Rates of home ownership among Hispanics are somewhat
higher in Miami and San Antonio, but are significantly lower in
New York and Los Angeles. But one must take into account that
levels correlate to the cost of housing in different metropolitan
areas. The high cost of housing in New York and Los Angeles is
reflected in the lower rates of home ownership among non -
Hispanic whites in these markets, too.

It is easy to think of Hispanics as a homogeneous group unified
by the Spanish language, but it's naive to assume that the same
advertising message can be used to reach all households. There
are significant differences in the national origins of the Hispanic
populations living in different regions-the vast majority of those
in Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles and San Antonio are of
Mexican origin, while those in New York are predominantly
Puerto Rican and Dominican. While these Hispanic groups share
many similar characteristics, there are still important cultural
differences that may impact the effectiveness of advertising and
marketing messages.

"Successfully reaching Hispanic consumers requires more
than a simple ethnic translation of a general campaign,"
Izquierdo says. "There are nuances of culture, language and
market trends that must be taken into account."

Hispanics represent a growing, lucrative market with much
untapped potential. But quantifying that potential and capitalizing
on it requires a detailed understanding of both the similarities
and differences of Hispanic subgroups. Additional Census 2000
data that is due out next year details the household income,
language usage, education and country of birth of Hispanics.
This will be vital to completing our national portrait of this
changing market.
Linda Jacobsen is senior vice president, strategic resources, at Claritas
(www.claritas.com), a provider of precision marketing solutions.

soundbites
Currently, about one-third of all Latinos do not have bank accounts. Also, about one-third of all Latinos are completely uninsured. Given the

explosive growth of the Hispanic market, it behooves the financial services industry to devise better ways of tapping into this extremely brand

loyal market segment. Marketers must work from within their own organizations, creating a more in-depth awareness of the market and its

components, adapting their own cultures to better reflect-and connect with-the Latino consumer. And they must develop or evolve

customized products and services designed to better meet the unique needs of Latinos. In the end, all of these efforts must be brought together

under a consistent long-term branding effort that forges and cements an enduring bond between the marketer and the Latino consumer.

-Rum, RUIZ, PRESIDENT Et CEO, INTERLEX
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Family Affair
The U.S. Hispanic population boom changes everything

for marketers who target families with kids.

BY TIM KREGOR

From sociologist to marketer to the man on the street in
any major city, very few Americans could voice real
surprise at the findings in the 2000 Census. The fact that

the various communities comprising the Hispanic population
are growing fast is especially evident to anyone residing in
Mexico border states, as well as in New York, Atlanta and
Washington, D.C. Now pegged at 12.5% of the population, the
U.S. Hispanic segment is nearly double that measured by the
previous Census. And the likelihood is, this group will more
than double again in the next 50 years.

But with this population shift comes a crossroads for
marketers. A great many of the best-known brands in
America have traditionally been, and remain today, largely
dependent on families with kids. The focus-from
geographic markets to advertising media and copy-has

primarily been on targeting the broad Baby Boomer market.
To fully take advantage of this newer booming demographic
segment, that will have to change.

Looking toward the future, brands selling to families will need
to be ready for a world where more than 25% of their consumers
are Hispanic, and more than 50% are non-white. Betting that
recent immigrants will soon shed cultural preferences in favor of
"mainstream" fare is shortsighted, at best. And, betting on the
growth of the non -Hispanic white consumer market is also a
limited proposition, as today's majority is expected to contribute
only 25% of the population growth over the next decade before
steadily declining in influence.

Over the next 20 years, the Census projects, the general -
market Baby Boomer population will grow by less than 10%
while the Hispanic market will increase by more than 70%. In

Index versus Total Population Growth for
Frozen Food Categories
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soundbites
While the family unit continues to be an enduring, central element in the lives of Hispanics, the role of Latinas in the household is changing with

acculturation to the U.S. Traditional Latinas are groomed to become homemakers, but many are now cultivating personal aspirations to the world

outside the home-advancing their education, seeking professional livelihoods and pursuing artistic impulses. This is requiring family members to

adjust their attitudes and expectations as well. However, this is not an either/or conundrum between the family and self-these new Latina

aspirations are driven by a desire to fulfill their own needs while maintaining family unity at the same time.

-THOMAS TSENG, CULTURAL ACCESS GROUP
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50 years, the general -market population is expected to
increase by less than 10%, while Hispanic consumers should
more than double their ranks.

Even more meaningful for marketers-particular packaged
goods manufacturers-is how this population segment will
distinguish itself by age. Hispanic consumers will account for

LIFESTYLES
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mber of the children in this country over the
es. By 2030, we expect more than 50% of U.S.
non-white, while the vast majority of elderly

dbites
me for a new investment paradigm. American businesses

(Currently spend $.004 in media to c,apture each Hispanic purchase

ollar compared with $.03 per mainstream consumer dollar-an

underspending of $14 billion. In 2001, Hispanic purchasing power is

estimated at $550-$630-an enormous bounty waiting to be to

tapped into with the right level of investment, Corporations need to

invest a minimum of 8% of their marketing budgets on the Hispanic

market to capitalize on its exponential growth. This average should

vary depending on the category. Effectively mining the staggering

economic clout from the 42.5 million Hispanic market will separate

today's corporate leaders from laggards,

-ISABEL VALDES, CO-CHAIR Er PARTNER, SANTIAGO Et VALDES SOLUTIONS;

SENIOR ADVISOR, ACNIELSEN; AUTHOR, MARKETING TO AMERICAN LATINOS
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(more than 75%) will be white consumers. Naturally, this
shifting population will have its greatest impact on marketers'
of products that are aimed at families with children at home.

Already, Hispanic consumers are significantly important to a
wide variety of food and HBC categories. For example, these
households are 28% more likely to be heavy consumers-a
heavy consumer is considered one who buys at least 20% more
than the overall market average-of lipstick. They're also 13%
more likely to be heavy consumers of popcorn, 46% more likely
to buy batteries, 19% more likely to buy cookies, 44% more like-
ly to buy shampoo and 41% more likely to buy meat snacks.

To demonstrate how a category will be affected dramatical-
ly by the changing population, we use frozen food as an exam-
ple. Over the next half century, sales of frozen food items-
defined as both Mexican entrees and overall prepared foods-
are projected to increase at a pace that's 10% slower than the
general population growth: 33% sales growth versus a 43%
increase in the U.S. population.

In the process, manufacturers will more than double their

`deRendency Hispanic consumers. This is true because of pop-
ulation gro and because of the popularity of ethnic cuisine.
Mexican -`foods are the most popular prepared frozen entrée
today, and while the expectation is that they'll decline, they'll
decline less and still account for higher sales than other varieties.
Specifically, Mexican frozen dinners are expected to decline from
8.5% to slightly less than 7% of all frozen food sales.

And Mexican frozen entrees will remain a favorite for seg-
ments of the Hispanic community. Whereas in 2000 Hispanic
consumers accounted for 14% of sales, in 2050 that number is
projected to be 30%. Conversely, white consumers-who today
account for 74% of sales-are expected to be buying only 54% of
frozen burritos half a century from now.

Frozen seafood tells a similar story. Today, non -Hispanic
white consumers buy 83% of iced fish dinners; in 2050, that
number will likely be 68%. Meanwhile, Hispanics are expected
to up their consumption of microwave fish from 7% in 2000 to
17% in 2050, making them the clear opportunity segment for
the category.

Burrito Explosion
2000
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sou nd bites
Hispanic men are abandoning the stereotype of domineering sexual conqueror. Many are taking more responsibility in sex, relationships and family

planning. Our 2001 Macho Poll found that unprecedented numbers of Hispanic men are buying and using contraceptives, engaging in family

planning, and talking with their kids openly about sex. This is particularly true among 30- to 44 -year -olds. One of the biggest surprises is that 56%

of all men surveyed say they would take a contraceptive pill if one existed. The shift is cultural, not just sexual. One reason is that in the U.S., it's

easier for Hispanic women to become financially self-sufficient, so there's less need for a domineering man. Also, community groups are helping

men create more progressive ideals. For example, thousands of men now attend Compadres Network workshops on the new meaning of manhood.

-CARMEN ALICIA FERNANDEZ, EDITOR OF SELECCIONES, THE SPANISH -LANGUAGE MONTHLY PUBLISHED BY READER'S DIGEST ASSOCIATION
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Marketers who have invested ad dollars in the growing Hispanic

market have been rewarded with exceedingly brand loyal

consumers. Because nearly 60% of U.S. Hispanics are foreign

born and Spanish dominant, they are particularly reliant on brands

for purchasing decisions. According to Yankelovich, 67% of

Hispanics say it is risky to buy an unfamiliar brand versus

50% in the general market. More importantly, a recent study

commissioned by Time Inc. reveals 68.2% of Hispanic adults

expect to purchase the same brand of automobile within the

coming year versus only 23.9% of non -Hispanic whites. These

findings reinforce the necessity of establishing a strong brand

identity among Hispanic consumers.

-LISA QUIROZ, PUBLISHER OF PEOPLE EN ESPANOL

it

Not since t,lie post -World War II era have we seen a popula-
j-icin shift t t rivals the dramatic change expected in the next

50 .Ypa uch sooner than that, companies competing in the
low- rgin business of consumer packaged goods will have
th r fortunes shaped by how well they understand and cater

Il

Unprepared Frozen Meat and Seafood
Category Growth 2000 -2050
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to a new generation of families-one that speaks a diffe
language and responds to different cues.
Tim Kregor is executive vice president, group product management,
at Spectra (www.spectramarketing.com), a Chicago, 111. -based sup-
plier of intelligent targeting solutions.

Market Dependence

2000 2050
Non His!) Non Hisp
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es
the Census 2000 findings, the Hispanic population is

one. While the median age of the entire U.S. population

.3 years old, the Hispanic population registers at 25.9 years.

In addition, a greater percentage of Hispanics are under 18 years

of age: 30% compared to the entire U.S. 25.7%. There is already

movement on behalf of major advertisers to reach this crucial

consumer group, whose brand loyalty can be ensured as they

grow up alongside their prominent products. With Hispanics as

the fastest growing population group overall, focusing on the

vital, largely urban, hip generation of Hispanic youths is focusing

on the future of America.

-DAISY EXPOSITO-ULLA, PRESIDENT a CEO, THE BRAVO GROUP
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OPINION

Donald Evanson

Media Managers to the Rescue
In uncertain times, clients need media plans with real results

America's business managers are scrambling to develop
reasoned budget presentations to senior management in
an effort to maintain brand advertising funding in 2002.
They face a daunting uphill fight.

For starters, the pattern of economic uncertainty is
global. In the U.S., recent events have thrown everyone's
plans awry. The strong U.S. dollar makes trade with for-
eign countries difficult. Airlines have cut flight schedules,
and they are seeking financial help from Congress. Amer-
ican consumers are in shock, and forecasting consumer
spending for 2002 is risky. The Dow Jones has dropped
below 9,000, and it is painful to watch the NASDAQ hov-
er at 1,500. The jobless rate is 5 percent and could go
higher by the end of the year. Layoffs and furloughs are
spreading as companies aggressively downsize to meet
shareholder profit expectations. Mirroring the decline in
company earnings, the 2001-02 broadcast and cable
upfront market is down almost 20 percent this year.

The Magazine Publishers Association took Bernard
Ryan's 1999 Advertising in a Recession and its observations
on the road to advertisers and agencies. Advertising in a
Recession summarizes the market standing of companies

ONE STEP TO IMPROVE ROHS TO APPLY MODERN
RESEARCH TO VALIDATE THE PERFORMANCE OF

PROPOSED MEDIA INVESTMENT STRATEGIES.

that maintained or increased market efforts during the six
U.S. recessions from 1960 to 1990. The results favor
advertising in 2002, if the past foretells the future.

However, every piece of investment literature plain-
ly states that past performance does not guarantee future
results. So, business managers are caught in a bind.
They want management to continue to support their
brand with 2002 ad funding while being unable to guar-
antee success.

Agency media money managers can help execs make
their case to management. With $200 billion in media
spending in 2001 and an expected overall decline of about
15-20 percent in 2002, media managers can maintain eco-
nomic equilibrium by improving the return on client's
media investment by $30-$40 billion in 2002. One step
to improve ROI is to apply modern research to validate
proposed media investment strategies in the marketplace.

Too many current agency media performance con-
tracts are based on fuzzy subjective criteria. Media agen-
cies cannot expect cash bonuses just for providing CPM
gains, value-added delivery or multichannel communica-

tion media plans that surround the target prospect.
Clients want media strategies that will move their

business. They want more than assumptions of future
performance, they want validation the media plan will
positively effect results. By assuring clients of the value of
media in the marketing mix, advertisers can begin to plan
2002 budgets with greater assurance of success. Media
management firms can field reliable tracking research that
measures the impact of the media strategy in attaining
client -marketing goals. Media money managers that are
able to provide that reassurance are invaluable to business
managers making the case for 2002 media investment.

Another step media managers can take to improve
2002 media productivity is to make bold strategic recom-
mendations. A review of media spending within major
business categories reveals that over the past five years,
the profile of media allocation has remained stable from
year to year. This reflects repetitive media proposals.

In these harsh economic times, business is not normal.
Media executives with the ability to lead clients out of the
ordinary and into modern patterns of communication will
succeed while the timid falter. Innovative, strategic media
thinking in 2002 can be worth $10-$15 billion in return
on invested media dollars for business managers.

Innovation isn't easy to present to clients. Media man-
agers with the talent to create unique media strategies, the
skills to effectively present those concepts to clients, and
the ability to gain approval to proceed are respected pro-
fessionals in the ad community. An ad manager with that
level of media manager support has a valuable asset to
help him confidently embark on 2002 advertising.

A third step is for media managers to shift discussion
from dollars to media impression delivery. In 2002,
clients will have 10-15 percent improvement in media
impression efficiency as a result of stiff price and value-
added negotiations by broadcast and print media buyers
That is worth $20 -$30 billion in extra impression deliv-
ery for advertisers. Combine the three initiatives: vali-
date media plans based on sales tracking research;
employ innovative media strategies incorporating mod-
ern communication venues; and negotiate improvements
in impressions. That should yield $25-$40 billion in
increased productivity and is enough to offset expected
declines in 2002 media dollars.

Advertisers that view media as an investment and
media executives as money managers of a portfolio of
media options have strong allies in planning for market-
ing success in 2002.

Donald Evanson is president of Marketing & Media
Insights, a Secaucus, N.3.-based media =suiting firm.
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Before and After. Before the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon, television stations were clinging to a secret hope. The year 2002 loomed as
perhaps the greatest bonanza in political advertising, with issues and candidates portending
a bigger political spending year than 2000. Surveying the landscape prior to Sept. 11,
Howard Nass, the veteran analyst at Initiative Media, had said, "Campaign ads may be the
salvation of television stations next year." He was not alone in his optimism.

Now, in this post -apocalyptic political world, many issues that seemed settled regarding
the potential flow of political ad dollars and their impact on stations' revenue are up in the
air. Next year will still be a very big year for political and issue ads, say the pros. But two
major factors may impact that: the recession, and the tenor and kind of ads that candidates
and advocacy groups will feel comfortable running. In short, political ads could generate as
much as $1.5 billion or more, but they could just as easily peter out at $800 million.

Prior to the attacks, TV ad -spending analysts and broadcasters believed they could make
up some of this year's losses and even bank some revenue for 2003, based on initial predic-
tions of political spending in 2002. Campaign consultants told their clients that next year's
necessities would include food, water, electricity and political ads. They'd have to pay to play.

"Next year stands to repeat 2000 as the tsunami of political ads," said Lee Westerfield, a
broadcast TV analyst with UBS Warburg, a month ago. Everything was up for grabs: 36 gov-
ernor races, including major -market states like New York, California, Texas, Illinois,
Michigan and Florida. The Senate majority hung by one vote, and GOP mainstays were
retiring. Only nine seats in the House separated the GOP from the Democrats (not count-
ing two independents), and the Dems stood to gain seats in an "off-year" election. Finally, the
post -census redistricting moved 12 congressional seats from Northeastern states like New
York and Pennsylvania to California, Texas, Georgia and elsewhere, leaving incumbents to
play "musical chairs," making for a huge primary season in addition to the fall free-for-all.

That much has not changed, says Westerfield today. Next year, he says, "will be huge, no
doubt. The need to buy political ads during this critical off year is the same. But the paradigm
in which those ads will run has changed."

"It's crass to consider this right now," says GOP consultant Greg Stevens, of Stevens,
Reed & Curcio, "The main issues that had the Democrats licking their chops are temporar-
ily off the table. Health care, prescription drugs, social security and the environment have
been swept aside." In terms of the impact on media buying, if those issues disappear, they
could take away millions of dollars in related TV and print ads.

That said, political analysts are also cautioning, "Don't write off 2002 yet as a boom year."
They cite what transpired in America only months after the assassination of a popular young
president in November, 1963. The country was devastated, and leaders worried that the
Soviets or Cubans were plotting war. But that didn't stop 1964 from being one of the first
big years for political ads. And the calls for unity in the wake of John F Kennedy's murder
didn't keep Republicans or Barry Goldwater from attacking incumbent President Lyndon
Johnson. He returned the favor with the infamous "Daisy" ad. Kennedy was barely in his
grave when everybody went back to the business of bare -fisted politics.

"It's a truth that political campaigns and elections go on regardless of what happens," says
Ron Faucheux, editor in chief of Campaigns & Elections magazine. There has been an appro-
priate pall in politicking in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks-the governor's races in
Virginia and New Jersey have fallen off. Any ad right now is unseemly, no matter how taste-
ful. But six months from now, the country may see a resurgence of business as usual.

"I think that's the case," says Chris Rohrs, president of the Television Bureau of
Advertising. He originally anticipated that spending could exceed the $1 billion -plus spent
on all the races in 2000. Amid reports that TV ad spending would fall 4 percent next year,
many Wall Street analysts, spot buyers, consultants and those who track fundraising estimat-
ed that 2002's political ad sales could keep stations' bottom lines level or even raise it a bit.

Greg Schaefer, vp/station manager at WCBS in New York, had said in August, "I've
heard that 2002 is going to be as big, if not bigger, than 2000," pointing to New York's
impending governor's race and another Senate race in New Jersey. And Bob Leider, vp of
Sunbeam TV which owns Miami's Fox affiliate WSVN and Boston's NBC affiliate WHDH,
explained, "Any campaigns for House and Senate seats are going to be larger than life
because of what it means for the balance of power in the Congress...A lot of outside money
starts coming in. That's what is going to turn this business around. It's really going to help
the fourth quarter of next year."

Now Rohrs says, "We'll still have a very active year with a high spending level. That's the
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system...The world could look different in
eight months," he adds. "We're competitive.
We have different plans, programs and mes-
sages to convey. That won't change."

But the environment has. The tenor and
dialogue of campaigns may be entirely differ-
ent, says Democratic consultant Tom King of
Fenn & King. "I think there won't be as many
harsh attack ads," he says. Partisan politics will
be downplayed. "Many ads will be value -ori-
ented, family -oriented."

Patriotism will have to be part of any ad
opposing an incumbent, in order not to appear
out of step with the calls for unity. Flags will
abound. Democratic strategist Mark Mellman,
who is advising Mark Green in his bid to
become mayor of New York, says, "Candidates
will be emphasizing their military experience
and records." And endorsements from firemen
and police officers will carry more clout.

The status of the war on terrorism is

paramount. If President Bush's policy appears
to stumble, there will
be plenty of room for

cators say this 2002 is going to be a very tar-
geted race by both national parties, and
Orlando is the eye of the hurricane." About
30-40 percent of that potential $60 million was
destined for the 1-4 corridor from Orlando to
Tampa. And Florida gets two new House seats,
with no sitting incumbents. Bauman thought
Florida was such a magnet that political spend-
ing could start in the fourth quarter this year.

But now that Bush has finally grown into
the role of president, argues Greg Stevens, it
makes any dispute about the legitimacy of his
presidency "irrelevant." That would help Jeb
Bush enormously and make Florida less entic-
ing as a place for advocacy groups and the
Democrats to throw money. But again, if Bush
suddenly falters badly, Florida is back in play.

Texas and California still hope to generate
spending. Mellman anticipates that despite the
recession, "It's possible that you'll see $30-$40
million alone in the California race," where the
GOP would love to unseat Gov. Gray Davis.
In Texas, veteran GOP Senator Phil Gramm is
stepping down, while the governor's race there

Americans "only spent $250 million
electing the leader of the free
world-Revlon blew $311 million
selling lipstick." CASTELLANOS

Democrats to challenge. Ironically, if there's a
quick resolution to the conflict, the economy
and the "soft" issues that favor Democrats will
have more bearing, says King. As Bush's father
learned, a quick military win is soon eclipsed
by "the economy, stupid." Energy policy (par-
ticularly in light of concern about dependence
on Arab oil) may move to front -burner status,
and that's where money from interest groups
on all sides may come into play, says Mellman.

One crucial state that may lose its anticipat-
ed windfall for next year is Florida. Sunshine
state station managers were salivating about
their prospects for 2002 before the attacks.
"Oh, hell, everyone's gonna be coming down to
Florida to refight the last war," GOP strategist
Alex Castellanos had said about the "hangover
effect" from 2000. Indeed, former Attorney
General Janet Reno's challenge to Gov. Jeb
Bush, the man whom Democrats hold respon-
sible for Bush becoming president, looked to
make Florida the biggest battleground.

Some station groups were estimating a $60
million governor's race. "Just astronomical,"
said Bill Bauman, vp at WESH, Hearst -
Argyle's Orlando NBC affiliate. Because of the
"2000" effect, Bauman explained, "all our indi-

is wide open. Stevens says, "Bush will view
[both races] as a vote on his popularity in his
home state and credibility nationally. He's got
to go in there with money, and the Democrats
will counter it because of its huge symbolism."

How much can a surge in political spending
help overall 'TV advertising? Castellanos
believes "there's room for political advertising
to grow," both absolutely and as a share of total
ad revenue. From Castellanos' viewpoint,
Americans "only spent about $250 million last
year [from the conventions on] electing the
leader of the free world-Revlon blew $311
million selling lipstick, and Procter & Gamble
spent ten times more: $2.6 billion."

And despite the recession, Mellman says
that the fractured TV ad market and cable can-
nibalization mean politicians must spend more
money anyway these days. "You're up against
more clutter, and fewer people are watching
TV in a concentrated fashion. I have to put my
candidates on TV at three times the level I did
eight years ago," he adds. Democratic spot
buyer John Hutchins of Media Strategies and
Research, adds: "Several years ago, you could
get away with buying 500 gross rating points.
Now, to get your message out, you need to buy

1,500 points."
Nevertheless, political dollars are still

chump change to stations. Eric Land, vp/gm of
NBC affiliate WFLA in Tampa, notes, "Olym-
pics and elections dollars represent incremen-
tal funds to the market. Political dollars at their
height in a presidential year might represent 4
to 5 percent of a market's total revenue."

In New York, for example, one broadcaster
noted that the six top stations there bring in
about $1.6 billion annually. But political adver-
tising only accounts for roughly $45 million of
that-unless another wealthy candidate such as
Jon Corzine drops in. Last year, the Democrat
spent $60 million in New York markets, $10
million alone at WNBC, to become a senator
from New Jersey. "There are no Corzines this
year," sighs another New York station exec.
But there's always Steve Forbes....

Wealthy dark horses aside, the recession
will color next year's market. Prior to the
attacks, fundraising was up. In August,
Common Cause released a tracking report
showing soft money soaring, despite the econ-

omy. In the first six months of this
year, Democratic and GOP party
committees took in $98.8 million in
"soft money," almost triple the amount
raised in the same period in the last
off-year, 1997-'98. It was almost dou-
ble the $54.4 million raised in the first
six months of the 1999-'00 presiden-
tial cycle. Of the $98 million, the
GOP got $65.6 million.

Now, however, fundraising is stalled. Apart
from the recession, many fundraisers say they
are putting their efforts into charities for the
victims of the terrorist attacks. It's uncertain
whether that trend will continue into 2002 and
whether it will affect Democrats' resources
more than Republicans'. Faucheux expects
both parties will focus more money on fewer
races. Those could include races involving
Democrats who recently assumed committee
chairmanships when the Senate shifted power
this summer, such as Tom Harkin of Iowa
(who heads Agriculture) and Montana's Max
Baucus (Finance). But that approach could
impact the overall spending effect on stations.

"It's a different environment now," says
Stevens. It doesn't mean there won't be a lot of
money tossed around, he adds. But there's a
dozen working scenarios involving Bush's pop-
ularity, the war, the economy, and Democrats'
ability to find their voice and strong candi-
dates. In such a maelstrom, no one's going to
spend or raise money early on, or without a
specific goal in sight. -with Katy Bachman and
Jeremy Murphy

Alicia Mundy is Mediaweek's Washington
bureau chief.
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Keeping the faith
in Houston: Gregory

Pepper Publisher
Handles Hot Topic
WHILE MANY MAGAZINE EDITORS have helped readers deal with the
recent terrorist attacks through service pieces in their pages, Joel
Gregory's brand of service goes directly to the people. Gregory, publish-
er and editor of national enthusiast magazine Chile Pepper (circulation
140,000), is an ordained Southern Baptist minister who left the pulpit in
1991 to go into business. But he's still in demand at church services across

the country for his powerful oratory. On Sept. 16, Gregory kept his engagement to address the
congregation of the historic Mt. Sinai Church in Houston on its 102nd anniversary, but changed
the content of his sermon in light of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. He advised the mostly African
American parishioners, who've already seen much hardship as a community, to consider the teach-
ing of Psalm 46, which tells people to seek God as a refuge in troubled times.

Overwhelmed by the outpouring of emotion and faith, Gregory said: "I've always said that
this is a secular nation with a thin veneer of religion, but now I realize I'm wrong. It's a very
religious nation with a thin veneer of secularism." -Lori Lefevre

Firemen Pic Clicks With Thousands
"EVERYWHERE YOU TURN, it's still popping
up," says The Record's Thomas Franklin of his
now -famous photograph of firemen raising an
American flag amid the rubble of the World
Trade Center several hours after the attacks.
Since Mediaweek spoke to Franklin three
weeks ago, the picture was spotted on a button
worn by Yankees pitcher Roger Clemens dur-
ing the New York team's first home game after
Sept. 11. It also showed up in a commemora-
tive collage at halftime in ABC's Monday Night
Football broadcast last week.

The number of requests received by the
Hackensack, N.J., newspaper for copies of
Franklin's photo has skyrocketed to an esti-

Studio Stop
For the Westwood One/CBS Radio Sports
Monday Night Football broadcast last
week, members of the NYC fire and
police departments and the Port Authori-
ty police department joined hosts
Boomer Esiason and Howard David in
the studio and helped call the game.
(L. to r.) David; Westwood One president/
CEO Joel Hollander; Esiason; Sgt. John

Gillburn of the Port Authority Police; and
NYC Police Detective Kevin Mulidowney.

mated 10,000, including one from New York
Senator Hillary Clinton's office looking to
put it on a postage stamp.

Franklin is both overwhelmed and hon-
ored, but he bristles at any suggestion that
he has brought notoriety to the Record,
which is offering the photo free for down-
loading from www.groundzerospirit@north-
jersey.com and asking recipients to donate to
various relief funds. He says: "If there's any-
thing positive out of this, it's the emotional
connection that people feel from the pic-
ture...and the outpouring of generosity [in
donations]." -ATK with Joe Strupp of Editor
& Publisher

(WESTWOOD ONE
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Bill Marken, who helped launch Hearst
Magazines' now -defunct Rebecca's Gar-
den in 1997, has been named editor in
chief of World Publications' Garden
Design...At Essence, Barbara Britton
has been promoted from vp/national
advertising director to vp/associate pub-
lisher of sales.

CABLE TV
Joel Chiodl was named director of pro-
motions for the Game Show Network,
responsible for integrated marketing ini-
tiatives and building multiplatform pro-
motions. Previously, Chiodi was director
of marketing for (FILM.

RADIO
Ken Berry was named station manager
at Entercom Communications-owned
KIRO-AM and KNWX-AM in Seattle.
Previously he was with ABC Radio as
program director at KGO-AM in San
Francisco...Michael Panebianco was
promoted from national sales manager
to director of sales for Nassau Media
Partners, the new projects division of
Nassau Broadcasting Partners...Josh
Easier was named to the new post of
account exec for music and entertain-
ment marketing at Greater Media's
WKLB-FM in Boston. Easier was the sta-
tion's promotions coordinator.

SYNDICATION
Among many changes in its marketing
department, Columbia TriStar TV Distri-
bution has hired Gregory Calvosa and
Mike Freeman as directors of marketing.
Calvosa was most recently an indepen-
dent marketing consultant, and before
that director of worldwide marketing for
Pearson Television. Freeman was director
of creative services for E! Networks.

TELEVISION
Madelyn Bonnot has been upped to vp
of TV for Emmis Communications. She
was vp of operations for Emmis TV and
general manager of Fox affiliate WVUE-
TV in New Orleans. Joe Cook came out
of retirement to replace Bonnot as
vp/gm of WVUE-TV. Before retiring in
July 2000, Cook was general manager
of WALA-TV, Emmis' Fox affiliate in
Mobile, Ala.
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To reserve tickets call The Advertising Club at 212.533.8080
or visit www.adclubny.org

Sponsored By -

TIME



"Has anyone

ever had a

boring dream?"

-Paul Gauguin

Anticipatory service, gourmet cuisine and an intriguing new place to sleep in the city that never does.

STAY INSPIRED  877 -NYC -MUSE  www.themusehotel.com  130 WEST 46 STREET  NEW ,YORK CITY
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SERVICES & RESOURCES
Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3,4 or 5 issues, depending on the month).
New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the third Thursday of the current month
for appearance the following month. RATES: $49 per line monthly; $304 per half -Inch dis-

ADVERTISING INTERNET
RESOURCES

Killerweb sit
it a Technical Dead End?

Blast Your Way Out With
METAFUSE-

We're not Web -site designers.
We're a programming SWAT team
for the hard-core interactivity that
puts your killer Web sites ahead
of the pack and top -of -mind.

949-476_6499
wurvir.metafuse.com

ADVERTISING SPECIALISTS

Results -based fee. Exposure
on pro racing team 2002 tour.

TAmshay@exposure-plus.com

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

PAKTITES" COMPRESSEDTSHFS

This PakTite
is an X -Large
Heavy-
weight
T -Shirt!

Many stock & custom shapes available:
Great for GWP's, Tradeshow Giveaways and
On -Pack Promotions. Include coupons,
catalogs and event schedules inside packages.

TOWELS TOWELS
tOMPRESSED 040

At," s 10.l5

Screen printed towels of all sizes and
weights,low minimums, quick delivery;

Also patented Matrix. photo towels

1110i,'''td 3 -STRIKES CUSTOM
?E??N070651905EIzaBETEA0FF11I402

As-mad3cusomersvice733strikes.coEWeber m

Site www.3Slrlkes.com 91243

ART DIRECTION

F/L A/D 212-873-2381

HANDY MACANDY F/L AD (212) 988-5114

Not your average ADVIck 0.212.213.5333

Sr. AD/designer, www.molllcastudlo.com

TALENTED AD/DESIGNER
Beautiful print/collateral/adv/promo portfolio.
Concept to finished Mac exp. 212-496-0453

play monthly. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual rates
available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and American
Express accepted. Call Sara Weissman at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 646-654-5313.

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

)1E1CnNI
Unleashing
the Power of
Your Brand

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

i,Enablers
At Freelance Advancers, we're artists and writers ourselves...

Who better to place quality creatives in premier freelance and staff positions?
Our personal attention enables the best matches - and has since 1987.

So call, e-mail or fax us today: We're putting our talent to work!

`Graphic Designers

,4Production Artists (Traditional / Digital)

Art Directors / Creative Directors

Copywriters / Editors / Proofreaders

AA,Trafficking / Project Management

Pre -Press / Print Production

"Illustrators (Traditional / Digital)

AA Web Site Development ... and more!Web

1 Freelance Advancers (212) 66140900
46.... 420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 2007 New York. NY 10170

www.freelanceadvancers.com a, info@freelanceadvancers.com

ART/DESIGN SERVICES COPY/CREATIVE

BRANDESIGN
Where does one stop and the other start?

Corporate identity.
websites and other
business collateral.

www.coortneyco.com

212-594-1748

ATAviii :44A
An executive copywriter from Y&R,
an executive art director from O&M,

all the awards and, best of all,
now you can afford us.

Before you think twice, call once.

212.769.4545
See our work at www heavycreahve.corn

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

invasion
GRAPHICS

INVISION GRAPHICS offers the
most creative and dynamic graphic
concepts from start to finish.

I mik WEB DESIGN
e COMPANY PRESENCE

MO CAMERA READY ART

II. ADVERTISING
Call STEVE At: 718-544-7670

www.invisiongraphics.com

COPY/CREATIVE

What's the big Idea? DG 212.213.5333

COPYWRITING

BAD COPY.

...Overpriced, too!
Ken Copel

(310) 581-5346

Chiat/Day senior writer
(415) 563-8800 email: chuck@thegze.com

Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. (212) 724-8610.

COPYWRITER/EDITOR
You're too busy, so let me handle last-minute

writing projects and editorial dilemmas.
Call Jennifer at 610-495-2134.

CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
Expert writing for Web or print. See me at
usable-thought.com or call 914-478-8420

Crisp copy that SELLS!
See sample at www.TheRapidWriter coin

or call (732) 438-0632

Ex K&B ACD 201-788-3311
click on: http://homepage.mac.com/Shelma1/

Fincl Svcs, B -to -B, Long Copy
Savvy, award -winning copy pro

Ads, brochures, annual rpts, direct response,
advertorials, more. 201-445-1686

FREELANCE COPYWRITER
Thinks strategically. Writes creatively.

Good. Fast. Very experienced.
Call Patt (212) 595-6780

Top copy pro @ low rates (212) 439.1845

Women's target specialist. Julie Wieden
781-659-9359 wiedencomm@mediaone.net

www. CreativeCopywriter. corn
See for yourself.

CREATIVE

Push the right buttons. D. Grider
212.213.5333

Classified Advertising Call 1-800-7-ADWEEK
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CREATIVE SERVICES

(robot team)
more creative than humanly possible  718 222 3161

HONDA COLLATERAL DESIGN DIRECTOR
310 318-2266 or francisbob@earthlink.net

IS YOUR BRAND BROKEN?
Call Atomic Toolbox 312.409.5798

Brand re -building. Strategy.
Creative. Hair removal.

FILMNIDEO PRODUCTION

Creative Oasis 425-830-7633

VA -a Film & Video Production Company
In the exotic Caribbean

We do commercials, documentaries,
Features, 35 and 16 mm, Arri BL Packages
Beta Cam, Digital and DV Video Cameras

Lighting/Grip Equipment
State of the Art Editing Facilities

Graphics and Animation
Local and Los Angeles -based crew

VA...PRODUCTIONS
76 TRAGARETE ROAD

NEWTOWN, PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD
TEL:868-622-3104 FAX:868-622-3097

E-MAIL:vatilms@tsttnet.tt
WEBSITE: www.vafilmstnt.com

GOLF PROMOTIONS

Licensed PGA TOUR products & Players
protourmem.com / 800-465-3511

GRAPHIC DESIGN
SERVICES

WE SPECIALIZE IN
POWERPOINT ppt

Iwww.lughstudio.com1718.230.06011

INSURANCE

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for

advertising & media firms
Our rates are the most

competitive in the industry!

Advertiser's Professional Liability
Property & Liability Coverage
Life & Disability Insurance
Group Health, Dental, & Pensions
Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur
Coverage for Freelancers too!

Call for a quotation with no obligation.
Adam Wolfson, CIC @ 212-370-3900

Arnold K. Davis & Company, Inc.

MARKETING CONSULTANTS

WANT HELP?
Marketing Consulting. Proposal Writing.

Brand Building. Thorough.
ZBC, Inc., Len Zimmerman (212) 860-3107

www.zbcinc.com

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

SMALL TO MID -SIZED AGENCIES

Let Us Show You How You Can
*provide your clients improved media service

*reduce your clients' media costs
°reduce your own operating costs

MEDIA FIRST INTERNATIONAL. INC.
New York -212-686-3342 X 222
Minneapolis -612-630-1102 X 1

Bratman Media -Media Buying Specialists
Call 973-633-6711

HIRE A MEDIA GUERRILLA
Rent my 25 yrs of exp as your in-house

agency. Call Al Romano at 212-463-9292
email: Aromano©Ibladvertising.com

Media Planning Consultant - Over 10 years
experience/In-house or off -site assignments

www. media m e rcenary. co m
Call 718-745-2225

MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
Credit card billing statement inserts, cable
bills, outbound catalog packages, frequent
flyer statements, product sampling paks,
co-ops, free standing inserts and more.

Everyday Media (212) 481-7300

PRINTING

19r
John Zap Printing, Inc.

Ek Complete Print Production
Commercial

Web & Sheet Fed Printing
Accurate, On -time, Cost Effective

V-212.219.3339 & F-212.219.3337

PROOFREADING

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

Magazines  Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

RADIO COMMERCIALS

The other guys charge a fortune
to cover the cost of their big space ads.

Our Clio -winning Productions sound great,
too. But when you hear our prices.

they sound unbelievable.
800/789 -RADIO

Sounds almost too good to be true.

www.kenrayzor.com

www.killerradio.net

RADIO PRODUCTION

"We love writing rodla Really. We do"

9 1 7 . 7 5 3 . 9 5 6 6

www.spotguy.com

RADIO PRODUCTION

"GET ME MR. BIGG
Mr.Bigg's radio

campaigns have helped

Coca-Cola, AT&T,

Disney, Sprint,

Johnson & Johnson,

Goodyear & White Castle

get even bigger. He can

help you get bigger and

bedder, too!

I'

Call or email us for your free demo CD or visit us at www.sarley.com

Sarley., Bigg & Bedder
Radio at its best

Phone 323-969-9767 Fax 323-969-9343 Email info@sarley.com

RADIO PRODUCTION

ONE IN FIVE PEOPLE
CAN'T READ.

[Which makes our ads at least 20% more effective than print

RADIO WRITING & PRODUCTION
206.624.9700 www.outerplanetradio.com

RADIO MERCURY GOLD AWARD WINNER

RADIO PRODUCTION

If Radio

Writers
Were Wives,
.We'd Have

TO Move

To Utah.

With a harem of more than 20 of

the country's top copywriters,
we're creating the kind of award -

winning radio other production

companies can only fantasize about.

Oink Ink Radio
New York / Los Angeles

800-776-0INK

Call today for
our latest CD.

Catch a Creative Genius with ADWEEK CLASSIFIED
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RADIO PRODUCTION

beet berdis
& company

We're like a
push-up bra
for radio...

We help you

lift and separate.

Bert Berdis

work with the best in the business
bertberdisandco.com
call for the reel 323-462-7261

RADIO PRODUCTION

A STORY IN
EVERY SPOT

www.radio-ranch.com
Phone (323)462-4966

RADIO PRODUCTION

WADIO:
IT'S LIKE
WIDE-
SCREEN
RADIO.

WorldWideWadio
H O L L V WOOD

LA: 323 957 3399  NY: 212 768 9717

Catch a Creative Genius
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

REPORT COVERS

QUALITY COVERAGE.
Cotton Covers, Folders, Envelopes

 Quality Materials

 Quality Manufacturing

 Quality Customizing

9610 Skillman Dallas, TX 75293

Tell -free: 866-10(8HART (5624278)
Fax 214.341.3131 www.ropettcovers.com

LOCKHART
Serving professionals for over 20 years.

SWEEPSTAKES

Sweepstakes.Web Promotions.Administration
Go to www.cfacomp.com or Eric 888-371-3742

TRANSLATIONS/LANGUAGE
SERVICES

www.The-Translation-Station.corn

VOICE OVER

Hear recent work now!
johnmatthew.com

YELLOW PAGE SERVICES

O'Halloran Advertising Inc.
Serving Clients' National & Regional

Directory Advertising Needs
For Over 30 Years: Call For FREE Analysis
800.762.0054 x222 ohalloranagency.com

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE.

Looking for the perfect job?
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

NOTICE

ATTN: ADWEEK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
ADWEEK Classified closes on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.

All copy and artwork must be in our New York office no later than
WEDNESDAY. Copy received after Wednesday will be held and run in

the next available issue. We appreciate your cooperation.

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the exposure
you need in our Services &
Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise
now. Call for info 1-800-7-ADWEEK.

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE

INVITATION TO
NEGOTIATE

The Florida Lottery plans to issue a so-
licitation by October 31, 2001 to request
proposals for provision of advertising
and related services as follows: General
Market Advertising / Spanish Language
Hispanic Market Advertising/Public Re-
lations Services. To request a copy of
the solicitation, forward your request to:
purchasing@flalottery.com or fax your
request to (850) 487-7760. Include:
Company name, address, phone & fax
number, and contact name.
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OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Our Infrastructure
Your Expertise

Mutual Growth
and Diversification

You require more time to devote to
servicing your existing accounts
and developing new business.
Posner Advertising, established in
1959, wishes to diversify our
account base by establishing rela-
tionships with agency professionals
who seek the infrastructure and sta-
bility that our 70+ person, full ser-
vice agency offers. Please inquire
in confidence to:

Peter Posner, President
pposner@posneradv.com

212-867-3900, ext. 118

POSNER
AD V ER T !SING

Marketing at the speed of change TM

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the exposure
you need in our Services &
Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise
now. Call for info 1-800-7-ADWEEK.

Earn MoreMore On Your

fld Accounts!
How would you like to keep half the profits
from your accounts and be more in control
of your future? If you are interested to find
out more, contact us in confidence at our
Long Island Office:

1-800-223-9227
Check out our website:

TERRIFIC OPPORTUNITY
FOR SOMEONE WITH

BUSINESS
Whether or not you're currently with an
ad agency, if you have an account you'd

consider bringing to a vibrant, growing,
highly creative 4A's agency that just
moved to beautiful new space on lower
5th Avenue, we should talk! Write in

complete confidence to:

ADWEEK Box 2361
770 Broadway, 7th Floor

New York, NY 10003

EMPLOYMENT

Director of Ad Sales
BUST Magazine: Sell integrated ad
opportunities including print, internet,
email and event sponsorships.
Rolodex of clients necessary, along
with a minimum 5+ years experience.
Email resume to jobs@rsub.net

Buyers & Planners
Immediate Positions Available: Detroit,
Miami, New York. Send resume
to Ed Irons, 1401 Brickell Ave., Ste.
350, Miami, FL 33131

Ph: 305-379-5882
Fax: 305-358-7447

EMPLOYMENT

Account Executive -
TEXAS MONTHLY
New York - Based

TEXAS MONTHLY has an immediate
opening for an account executive in the
New York office. The ideal candidate will
possess a strong media/marketing back-
ground and 3-5 years experience in sales.
We maintain a high standard of quality
that demands self -motivation, high

energy and creativity, along with excellent
verbal and writing skills. A background in
cosmetic and luxury goods is a plus.
Computer knowledge required.

Respond with resume and salary history
in confidence to:

Helshi Lockwood

Emmis Publishing
National Sales President

60 East 42nd Street, Suite1103
New York, NY 10165-0098

or e-mail to:
hlockwood @epn s.em m is.com

No phone calls please
Equal opportunity employer

MEDIA SUPERVISOR
Well established advertising agency
with national client base has an imme-

diate opening for a Media Supervisor.
Senior Media Buyers looking to move
into management are encouraged to
apply. Excellent pay, benefits and
working environment Fax cover letter
and resume to: OLENDER MEDIA,
Northampton, MA, 413-586-4611.

AD SALES
Travel Category

NE territory NJ office

50% travel, $80k pkg.

email: greatjobhr@aol.com

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Established, mid -size New York agency

is expanding. We are seeking a talented

individual to set the creative tone for the

agency and to oversee daily operations.

Must be a hands- on art director and

leader with prior managerial experience.

Agencyis currently heavy in print &

collateral, with a growing broadcast

component. Will also consider your

copywriting partner.

Please forward resume, three non- re-

turnable samples and salary history to:

ADWEEK, Box 2353
770 Broadway, 7th Floor

New York, NY 10003

Our employees are aware of this ad

Arbitron,
an industry
leader in media
planning, buy-
ing and selling
services and mar-
ket research, has
immediate opportuni-
ties within our Outdoor
business unit. Training
Specialist #198 and
Account Manager #211.
For detailed job descriptions
visit us at www.arbitron.com

4(a
eader!

Send resumes to salesjobs@
arbitron.com or mail to OE
Recruiter, Arbitron, 9705 Patuxent
Woods Drive Columbia, MD 21046.
Fax 410-312-8607. EOE.

AARBITRON
We Fa Your Life.

Catch a Creative Genius
ADWEEK

CLASSIFIED

For Classified Advertising Call Sara Weissman at 1-800-7-ADWEEK

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
WITH ADWEEK MAGAZINES

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: Sara Weissman Classified Asst: Michele Golden

MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $192.00, 1/2 inch increments: $96.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $35.00 per insertion. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers
responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they are
duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset ad,
charge is $25.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m. If
classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified is com-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 770 Broadway,
7th fl. New York, NY 10003. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 646-654-5313.
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HELP WANTED

Director, Brand Development
BeMusic is the world's largest music services group with more than 23 million
subscribers and customers, $1 billion in music sales and over 11 million unique
visitors per month worldwide. Headquartered in New York City, BeMusic operates
some of the world's best known music brands, including BMG Music Service, the
world's largest music club; CDNOW, the #1 music retailer on the Internet in the
U.S; industry leading technology and Digital Rights Management companies; and
myplay Inc; the pioneering digital music locker service.

The Director of Brand Development will direct the development and
implementation of a coherent brand system for BeMusic Direct and BeMusic. This
person is responsible for guiding the short, mid and long-term brand development
of new and evolved businesses related to retail, club and new models, working
closely with many other departments within BeMusic direct (including marketing,
MP&A, Creative Services, Business Development), and also within BeMusic
(including Corporate Communications).

Job Qualifications
 MBA in Marketing (or closely related discipline) required

Broad -based marketing experience in multiple companies with varying business
models, totaling 8-10 years' experience with at least three significant brands
Advanced experience in planning and executing web (and/or other interactive)
projects; superior market and financial planning skills
Significant experience in Project Management

For Additional Information Please email resumes to:
tracy.batt@bmgdirect.com

OR fax to 212-930-4208

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

DIRECTOR, INT'L MARKETING

In this role, you will design., plan and implement corporate identity audits and programs
for large U.S. and multinational financial organizations (6000+ employees and
$500 million annual revenues), and use CEO level connections to develop new business
in the financial and professional markets in the U.S., U.K., Europe and Asia.

To qualify, you must have a bachelor's degree (or foreign equivalent) in Intern-

ational/Comparative Studies or Marketing; at least 8 years' experience as a Director.
Intl Marketing or as an Account or Managing Director; a proven track record of access
to the CEO's of large multinational organizations as evidenced by attendance at
such CEO level events as the World Economic Forum, The Business Council, and the
American Society of Corporate Executives; and at least 8 years' experience
identifying, developing and working on corporate identity campaigns and conducting
corporate identity audits for large multinational organizations operating in the American.
British, European and Asian financial markets.

We offer a desirable working environment, competitive salary, and comprehensive
benefits package. Please send resume with salary requirements to:

leslie@hixondesign.com
Nixon Design Consultants, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

providing a drug -free workplace through pre -employment screening

THREE AUDIENCES
FOR THE PRICE

OF ONE
For one low price, your Classified ad appears in three different
magazines: ADWEEK Classified, BRANDWEEK Classified and
MEDIAWEEK Classified.

THREE FOR ONE ... , not a bad idea.
Call 1-800-7-ADWEEK

or just Fax it to: (646) 654-5313

PROFESSOR OF VIDEO/FILM
PRODUCTION/POST-PRODUCTION

SOUND DESIGN
The Savannah College of Art and Design is seeking candidates with an M.F.A
and college -level teaching experience for the professor of Video/Film in Produc-

tion/Post-Production position. Requirements include knowledge of video and film processes as

they relate to production and post -production especially non-linear editing skills,
the ability to teach introductory to advanced level courses in video and film production, and

interactive authoring skills as would be applied to DVD production and CDrom production

and internet broadcast/webcasting. Also seeking candidates to teach Sound Design who

possess a thorough understanding of sound or audio production both for field and studio

as relates to sound design for video and film.

Interested candidates should send curriculum vitae, samples of own work and student
work, official transcripts and three reference letters to: Human Resources, Savannah

College of Art and Design. P.O. Box 3146, Savannah, GA, USA 31402-3146, or fax to
(912) 525-5222, or e-mail to scadhr@scad.edu. Women and minorities are encouragec to

apply. AA/EOE. Please visit our website at www.scad.edu.

About The College:
The Savannah College of Art and Design, located in historic Savannah, Georgia, is a private,

non-profit college that exists to prepare talented students for careers in the visual and
performing arts, design, building arts, and art and architecture. The College offers eighteen

areas of study and awards bachelor and master's degree.

I P
aft PORTER

ADVERTISING SALES
NEW York

The Hollywood Reporter, the leading daily entertainment trade publication, is seeking an

aggressive advertising salesperson on the East Coast. The ideal candidate will have

advertising sales experience in publishing or other related media and possess dynamic
closing skills. Must be able to work well under pressure and handle daily deadlines. Great

career opportunity. Competitive compensation package.

Mail resume and salary history to:

Eastern Sales Director

The Hollywood Reporter
770 Broadway

New York City. New York 10003
Fax: 646 654-5638

EDE

O
Log Onto Adweek Online Today

 Help Wanted Ads - by job type - from all six classified
regions of Adweek, Brandweek, & Mediaweek

 Contacts - the names and addresses you need from
fully searchable databases

 Stay Up - to - date on current news, people moves, key
industry issues, account changes

Visit our Website at: http://www.adweek.com
e-mail: adweek@adweek.com

Catch A Creative Genius With Adweek Classified



Unite with other caring New Yorkers to show
your support for our city and our public schools.

New York Cares Day
Saturday, October 13, 2001

NEW
YORK
CARES

$ News Corporation

Delta Air Lines

accenture
iNii;
.PRESS

AOL Time Warner
i601(llnan

sacs

ANDERSEN

44:0D LEHMAN BROTHERS

4itc ST1,0 UUUUU 1001

Join in a day

of hands-on service

to make our schools

even better places

for children to

learn and grow.

To register, or
for more information,

call 212-598-5800
or go to

www.nycares.org.

Deutsche Bank

the

LARK FOUNDATION

CoNDE NAST

M. Merrill Lynch

ZEIN Xclu lurkTg:i?T3.

Deloitte &
Touche

0

VIACOM
OUTDOO R

CiPJPIVIorganChase

MorganStanley

SUBS Warburg
UBS PaineWebber

VIACOM
SMBC GLOBAL FOUNDATION



ADWEEK
DIRECTORIES

Order Your 2001 Edition of
the MEDIAWEEK Directory today!
Where can you find the up-to-date information you need
on the most powerful segments of the media instantly?
Turn to the 2001 MEDIAWEEK Directory - your best source
for media data, backed by the worldwide resources of
MEDIAWEEK Magazine.

To other reference gives you key contact and rate information on Radio, TV, Cable, Out -of -
Tome, Magazines and Newspapers in one book. You'll find over 6,000 individual listings and
lifer 47,000 personnel for the Top 100 Local Media Markets, the Top 300 Consumer
/Iagazines, the Top 150 Trade Magazines, plus National Networks, Syndicators and Sales
Ceps. Organized by media type, each section provides detailed information on format, demo-
iraphics, daypart avails, affiliation, representation, circulation, ownerhsip and much more.

'he 2001 MEDIAWEEK Directory is also on CD-ROM and on the Web...with powerful
oftware that lets you search and retrieve information in seconds and export data for mail
verge with no restrictions!

rHE MEDIAWEEK DIRECTORY IS AVAILABLE IN PRINT,
',ID -ROM AND ON THE WEB. For faster service or
more information, call 1-800-468-2395.

trif Recycled Paper

ADWEEK
DYES! Please rush my order of
the 2001 MEDIAWEEK Directory

PIRECTORIES in the format I have chosen.
Name 1_1 Standing Order Option. (Check this box and

your order will be automatically renewed for
Title you next year at this year's prices.)

Company

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone e-mail

0 PRINT EDITION $349
0 CD-ROM EDITION $490

CD-ROM & PRINT COMBINED $765

Check enclosed for $

LI Bill Me (Directories shipped upon payment.)

Charge my: CI Visa 0 MC 0 AMEX

Account # Exp Date

Signature

To order ADWEEK DIRECTORIES Online,
go to www.adweek.com

U.L & Combo rosimto, Muse add 812 for sailing & hasp. MI Mir noo-U.S, add 845. Add applicable alp tan In CA, DC, R, GA, L DM, MA, NJ. NY, MI, TX 6 Comb (CST).

El From time to time. we may allow reputable companies to send you information by e-mail
which might be of interest to ru;slease check the box if you prefer not to receive it. MWD11001

AMEN! DYES! Please rush my order of
the 2001 MEDIAWEEK Directory

DIRECTORIES in the format I have chosen.
Name  Standing Order Option. (Check this box and

your order will be automatically renewed for
Title you next year at this year's prices.)

Company

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone e-mail

0 PRINT EDITION $349
0 CD-ROM EDITION $490
0 CD-ROM & PRINT COMBINED $765

CI Check enclosed for $

Bill Me (Directories shipped upon payment.)

Charge my: CI Visa  MC  AMEX

Account # Exp Date

Signature

To order ADWEEK DIRECTORIES Online,
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Inside Media
NEWS OF THE MARKET

Fox Grabs CNN's Main Man in Afghanistan
Steve Harrigan, CNN's primary correspon-
dent in Afghanistan, last week signed with
rival Fox News Channel for a lucrative multi-
year contract. After 10 years with CNN,
Harrigan began reporting for FNC via video-
phone on Sept. 30, a coup for FNC because
the network has had difficulty acquiring visas
for its journalists to enter the country.
Harrigan's departure for FNC came a few
weeks after CNN correspondent Nic
Robertson was ordered out of Kabul by the
Taliban last month. But the network still has
12 out of 75 staffers from its Central Asia
bureau stationed in Afghanistan as well as a
full satellite uplink in the northern part of the
country. Matthew Chance, who replaced
Harrigan, joined correspondent Chris Burns
in northern Afghanistan. The announcement
about Harrigan's flip to Fox came a few days
after the Oct. 1 issue of Mediaweek went to
press with an item about him in the Media
Elite section.

Granite Shopping WDWB
Just two months after dismissing talk of liqui-
dating any of its assets, executives from
Granite Broadcasting are shopping WDWB,
the company's Detroit WB affiliate. The
company last week retained Goldman, Sachs
& Co. to help find a buyer for the station.
Granite, which owns nine network -affiliated
stations, has experienced financial turbulence
since February 2000, when it agreed to pay
NBC more than $360 million over 10 years
for rights to the Peacock network's San
Francisco affiliation. That outlay, coupled
with the overall slowdown in the economy,
has sent Granite's stock plummeting to less
than $2 from as high as $13 a share.Tribune
Broadcasting and Post -Newsweek Co. have
been mentioned as possible buyers.

Cartoon Net Attracting Adult Advertisers
Cartoon Network, which largely focuses on
the 2-11 demographic, has increased its
number of adult -targeted advertisers this
year to 46. In 2000, the network carried 35
adult advertisers. Like other kid -friendly net-
works, Cartoon has pushed its sales force to
diversify its advertiser pool in the face of
declining spending by toy companies and
other traditional kids categories. But
Cartoon has also attracted new advertisers by
introducing the Adult Swim programming
block, aimed at cartoon fans aged 18-34.

Among the net's new sponsors are Kimberly-
Clark, marketing Kotex; American Honda
Motor Co., marketing the Odyssey car; and
the U.S. Navy.

WPM's Rowell to Retire at Year's End
John Howell III, longtime vp/gm of Cox
Broadcasting's Pittsburgh NBC affiliate
WPXI, announced he will retire at the end
of the year. Howell has overseen the station
since 1984. He has also served as gm/vp of
two regional Cox NBC affiliates-VVJAC-
TV in Johnstown, Pa., and WTOV-TV in
Steubenville, Ohio. The company has not
announced a successor.

sick Inc, Thad lbw Up Their Numbers
Nickelodeon magazine will raise its circula-
tion rate base 11.1 percent this February,
from 900,000 to 1 million. Also, G+J USA's
Inc. will increase its guaranteed circulation
to 665,000 from 650,000, as of its January
issue. Meredith Corp.'s Traditional Home
will boost its rate base with editor Mark
Mayfield's first issue in February, from
800,000 to 825,000.

Outdoor Up 2% in First MU
Despite the soft ad economy, outdoor
advertising revenue held up through the
first half of the year. According to figures
released last week by the Outdoor
Advertising Association of America, outdoor
revenue through June 2001 was up a modest
2 percent, to $2.7 billion. Categories con-
tributing to the medium's strength were
transportation, hotels and resorts, up 23
percent; financial services, up 20 percent;
and telecommunications, up 11.1 percent.
While local services and amusements con-
tinue to spend the most in outdoor, the cat-
egory was down 18 percent. The OAAA is
forecasting outdoor to end the year up 2
percent over last year, to $5.5 billion.

Radio Network Boutique Adds Sales
Syndication Solutions, a radio network bou-
tique that syndicates several shows to more
than 750 affiliates, including On the House
With the Carey Brothers, On the Job With Steve
Viscusi, On the Money With Ray Lucia and
Health Talk With Shannon and Matt, is taking
its sales in-house beginning Oct. 15.
Previously sales were handled by the shows
themselves and by Global Media. Bob Carey,
president and exec- (continued on page 50)

Calendar
The American Magazine Conference
2001, the annual conference of the Maga-
zine Publishers of America and the Ameri-
can Society of Magazine Editors, will be
held Oct. 21-23 at the Sheraton New York
Hotel and Towers. Contact: 212-872-3700.

The International Radio & Television Society
Foundation will present IRIS Newsmaker
Luncheon: Network Entertainment Chiefs
Oct. 24 at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York.
Contact: 212-867-6650.

Media All -Stars will present a musical ben-
efit for victims of the World Trade Center
attack Oct. 25 at Le Bar Bat in New York.
The event will feature live bands com-
prised of media and ad -industry profes-
sionals. Donations of $20 per person will
go to the Widows and Children's Fund. For
more information, visit www.nycgigs.com.

The Conference Board will present the
2001 Marketing Conference: Marketing
Metrics and Execution, Nov. 1-2 at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York. Contact: 212-
339-0345.

CTAM will present "The Broadband
Opportunity Conference: The FYI on HSI
+ ITV" Nov. 6-8 at the Sheraton Premiere
Tysons Corner in Tyson's Corner, Va. Con-
tact: 703-549-4200.

The Magazine Publishers of America's Big
Bang III: Maximizing Magazine PR" event
will be held Nov. 12 in New York. Media crit-
ic and author Ken Auletta will keynote. Con-
tact: 212-872-3767.

PriceWaterhouseCoopers will present its
annual global entertainment, media and
communications summit Nov. 15 at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York. Speakers will
include Martha Stewart, CEO of Martha
Stewart Living Omnimedia. Contact: 646-
394-2413.

SCHEDULE CHANGE: "What Teens Want:
Marketing to a New Generation Ages 12-
18," a seminar presented by Adweek Con-
ferences and YM magazine, has been post-
poned. Originally scheduled for Nov. 5-6 at
the Hilton Universal Hotel in Los Angeles,
the new date is April 8-9, 2002, same loca-
tion. Contact: 888-536-8536.
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Inside Media
(continued from page 49) utive director of SSI,
said the move was the next step in the com-
pany's three-year evolution. "We're going to
work on matching our niche products with
niche sponsors," Carey said.

B Mania Expands Offerkigs
B Mania, the cable network that showcases
classic and contemporary "B" cinema,
expanded its offerings last week. Distributed
by digital independent -programming
provider OlympuSAT, the network
acquired two new packages of more than 85
films, including Terror in Beverly Hills, star-
ring Frank Stallone, and Bride of the Gorilla,
with Raymond Burr. B Mania, which
launched last year, has a companion Web
site that celebrates B movies.

Nielsen Sets Meters in Richmond, Dayton
Nielsen Media Research last week turned
on TV -set meter panels in Richmond, Va.,
and Dayton, Ohio, the 58th- and 60th -
largest TV markets respectively. The TV
ratings firm now has overnight meter meas-
urement in 53 local markets covering 68
percent of U.S. TV households. The com-
pany still collects demographic information
in local markets using TV diaries, except in
Boston, which is in a demonstration period
as the market transitions to people meters.

Bale Martha Cooks Up Affiliates
With the addition of Salem Communica-
tions' WAVA-FM in Washington, D.C.,
Martha Stewart's 90 -second daily feature,
askMartha, now airs on more than 350 radio
stations, including 23 in the top 25 markets.
Produced by Stewart's Martha Stewart
Living Omnimedia, the lifestyle feature
offering quick tips and information from the
expert herself has been syndicated by
Westwood One since 1997.

"Drier Keeps Rang With Bridgestone
Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. has extended its
exclusive sponsorship of "Driving Today,"
an Internet program for car enthusiasts car-
ried on 18 Web sites. The program, which
delivers features, news, information and
major trends shaping the automotive indus-
try to an estimated audience of 14,823,000
each month, is supported by a cross -plat-
form media push. Jack Nerad, editor in
chief of Driving Today and former editor of
Motor Trend magazine, hosts America on the
Road, a one -hour radio program syndicated
nationally on more than 300 stations. It has

Controversial top -rated morning
radio host Mancow (Eric) Muller
has re-signed with Emmis Commu-

nications for another three years
on WKQX-FM (Q101), the company's Alternative Rock station in Chicago. The deal is compara-
ble to Mancow's previous three-year, $9 million contract, which expired in mid -July. Since then,
Mancow agreed to continue on -air while both sides hammered out an agreement. Known both
for streaking on the streets of Chicago as well as for pushing the envelope on -air, Mancow is No.
1 in mornings among 18 -to -34 -year -olds. He was recently under FCC investigation in response

to complaints of indecency; Emmis defended Muller's comments earlier this month as con-
forming to community standards. Mancow also makes brief daily morning appearances on Fox
and Friends, Fox News Channel's morning show.

Emmis signed morning -man Mancow for three more years.

a weekly audience of 3 million. Vignettes
within the program promote "Driving
Today." In addition, Nerad references
"Driving Today" when he does his frequent
guest spots on CBS' The Early Show.

New Ye* Abrams Team for Sept. 11 Book
New York magazine and Harry N. Abrams
Inc. will publish a commemorative book on
the World Trade Center attacks. The 128 -
page hardcover, entitled September 11, 2001:
A Record of Tragedy, Heroism and Hope, will be
distributed nationally in early November for
$19.95. The first printing will be 50,000
copies. It will chronicle the events as they
unfolded in the early hours of the attacks, as
well as spotlight the response of the city. All
the proceeds will be donated to the
September 11th Fund.

A.M. Team Fuels WTJM's Format Change
New York Jammin' Oldies station WTJM-
FM has introduced a new morning team,
radio personality Jeff Foxx and comedian
George Wallace. Since June, WTJM-FM
executives have been working to remake the
station into "The Heart and Soul of New
York," aimed at a core African -American
female 35-44 audience. Overall, the station
ranks 19th in the market with a 2.4 share.
While Foxx, a former morning personality
on Emmis Communications' WRKS-FM,
and Wallace have appeared together before,
WTJM program director Frankie Blue
decided to pair them for a regular show,
entitled The Jammin' New York Wake-up
Club With George Wallace and Jeff Foxx,
which premiered Sept. 17. Out is Jay
Thomas, who hosted mornings for about

two years and still had time left on his con-
tract with the Clear Channel-owned sta-
tion. Thomas' ratings were bleak, with a 1.8
share overall and a 2.3 among Adults 25-54.
WTJM will now be distinguished from its
two main competitors in the market,
WRKS and Inner City's WBLS-FM,
WTJM, by having a team of morning -show
hosts. Wallace and Foxx are up against two
strong national Urban personalities syndi-
cated by ABC Radio Networks: Doug Banks
is carried on WBLS, Kiss carries Tom
Joyner. Both pull strong ratings among
Adults 25-54, Banks with a 4.2 share and
Joyner with a 3.5.

Heavier Inside Mien Up at Season Start
Focusing its content since Sept. 11 on the
aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the U.S.,
King World Productions' newsmagazine
strip Inside Edition has been one of the few
shows in syndication to see a ratings rise at
the start of the season. Through the first
four days of the October ratings book, Inside
Edition grew 5 percent to a 4.1 metered mar-
ket rating from a 3.9 a year ago, according to
Nielsen Media Research.

14 Cancels Awards Event
Conde Nast's GQ has canceled its "GQ Men
of the Year" awards event, which was sched-
uled for Oct. 17 at the Beacon Theatre in
New York. The men's magazine will still
honor the men, chosen by its readers, in its
November issue. The staff decided that the
sixth annual awards celebration wouldn't be
appropriate considering the mood of the
country in the aftermath of the Sept. 11 ter-
rorist attacks.
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EDITED BY LISA GRANATSTEIN

Stand and Deliver
Barnes & Noble and Anderson eye newsstands'
potential to generate magazine subscriptions

AS THE TRIED-AND-TRUE METHODS OF DIRECT RESPONSE CONTINUE TO FALTER, CON-

certed efforts are under way to sell subscriptions at newsstands in
stores. Two behemoths-Barnes & Noble, the nation's biggest book-
seller, and Anderson News Corp., the country's largest wholesaler-are

rolling out in-store programs to tap new sub-
scribers. "We're convinced the newsstand, that
has [until now] mainly sold single copies, is a
great platform to market subscriptions to con-
sumers," notes Jay Clarke, CEO of Ander-
son -owned subscription agent Magazines.com
(Time Inc. and Meredith Corp. own stakes).

With advertising rev-
enue all but vaporized, the
need to jump-start the sub-
scription side of the pub-
lishing business is all the
more critical. Stamp sheets,
which in the mid -'90s ac-
counted for as much as 35
percent of a magazine's sub-
scription volume, now count
for barely 5 percent; direct
mail can now only be relied
on for about 10 to 15 per-
cent of volume versus 25
percent a few years ago, says
Dan Capell, editor of Capell'i
Circulation Report. Also, mag-
azine insert cards are having
mixed results. The percent-
age of blow-in cards gleaned
from subscription copies is
off 30 percent, reports Capell and Circulation
Management's survey of publishers.

Though both Anderson and Barnes &
Noble, through their agents Magazines.com
and Enews.com, tested a number of programs
over the past 12 months, the bookseller is first
out of the gate with an official launch. A full
rollout by B&N could come by next summer.

Last year, the bookseller had performed a
limited test run in selected outlets for both its

in-store subscription program and holiday gift
program using five Time Inc. titles, including
Time and Sports Illustrated, and four Conde
Nast titles, including Vanity Fair and Architec-
tural Digest. Consumers buying a subscription
(at rates competitive with blow-in cards) select-
ed a free issue from the participating titles and

filled out mailing addresses
in the store's brochure (the
holiday package, which had
a separate display, also came
with a card, gift paper and a
bow). B&N then passed the
information on to a fulfill-
ment house, where the subs
were quickly processed. The
tests went well enough to
launch the programs this
fall, says Steve Riggio, B&N
vice chairman; subscription
agent Enews.com, acquired
by B&N in April (Time Inc.
also owns a stake), will han-
dle the fulfillment.

Beginning this month,
the in-store subscription
service will be available in
150 B&N stores across the

country and will include 200 magazines from
all the major publishers. In November, the
holiday gift kit will be available in all B&N
stores and 100 affiliate B. Dalton Bookseller
outlets; 26 magazines have signed on, includ-
ing Hearst Magazines' Cosmopolitan and Mar-
tha Stewart Living and Time Inc.'s People.

But some publishers remain skeptical
about the potential of these services. "In-
store programs are never successful because

THE
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B&N will have gift kits on display and
brochures for ordering subscriptions.

people in stores are not there to buy subs.
When they buy magazines, they buy on im-
pulse," says Chip Block, Ziff Davis Media
publishing strategist. "And there are so many
mechanical problems; the stores want to con-
trol the environment, and you have clerks
that really don't want anything to do with
selling subs." That said, Block is quick to
add, "Any retailer that could be successful is
Barnes & Noble."

"We sell over $200 million of magazines
in our stores," asserts B&N's Riggio. "The
Barnes & Noble retail -store customer is
among the best, with [one of the most] lucra-
tive demographics for magazine publishers to
reach in all of retail. We not only have com-
petence in the business of retailing magazines,
but we also have e -commerce expertise."

Meanwhile, Anderson's 30 -title Instant
Start program ended in June after six months
with mixed results. Consumers purchased spe-
cial polybagged issues offering instant sub-
criptions in some 300 stores, including Ander-
son -owned Books -A -Million and Kroger's
supermarkets. Shoppers then filled out their
mailing addresses through blow-in cards, an
800 number or online. Though several thou-
sand subs were sold, claims Clarke, "what did
not work were the economics for the publish-
er," he explains. "Even though we sold thou-
sands of subs, it didn't move the needle for a
magazine with a 1 million or more circula-
tion." Moreover, the unsold polybagged
copies had to be picked up and shredded, and
replaced with new polybagged editions.

"There was a great deal of concern by pub-
lishers that there would be real confusion of
keeping the [polybagged] copies separate in
the store from the newsstand copies, and
somehow they would be integrated together,"
says one publishing executive, who requested
anonymity "And there would be miscalcula-
tions on the number of copies sold."

Still, Clarke argues that '-he notion of sell-
ing subscriptions at retail . work. Current-
ly, Magazines.com is testing through the hol-
iday season four small programs in super-
markets and bookstores (such as Books -A -
Million), including one called Ready, Set, Go.
This time there will be no polybagged issues.
Instead, retailers will use the existing supply of
magazines and a subscription kit that is to be
filled out and sent in to Magazines.com-sim-
ilar to Barnes & Noble's in-store subscription
program. -Lisa Granatstein
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Out of Style
CN shutters Mademoiselle

Long known for its practice of sticking
with troubled titles, Conde Nast Publica-
tions in little over a year has tossed a

number of magazines from its closet like last
year's Fendi baguette.

Suffering from a sch i7ophrenic voice and
plunging advertis-
ing pages, Made-
moiselle became the
latest casualty last
week. The 66 -year -
old fashion month-
ly's demise follows
Women's Sports &
Fitness, which was
huttered in July

2000. Also, Details
narrowly averted
death, having been
abandoned by CN

in May 2000. After a five -month hiatus, sister
company Fairchild Publications revived the
men's monthly.

"It's not unprecedented," notes James Tru-
man, Conde Nast's editorial director. "Obvi-
ously, publishing is a dynamic environment,
and we are a company that changes. The man-
ifestations of that are essentially no different
now than they were 10 years ago." The last
spate of CN closures occurred during the ear-
ly '90s. Short-lived Woman clashed with Conde
Nast's upscale palette and folded in 1990;
House b Garden shuttered in '93 but was
revived three years later.

Mademoiselle's fate is closely tied to that of
Details. Both titles went through a series of
incarnations -from edgy to mainstream. As
for Mademoiselle, former British Cosmopolitan
editor in chief Mandi Norwood gave the book
in August 2000 a sassier "girlfriend" tone. But
stories like "Make -out Party!" fell flat, and in
May Norwood retreated to a mish-mash of a
20 -something Glamour and Cosmo. "For many,
many years they had a clear focus, and recent-
ly they lost that focus," says Trey Laird, Don-
na Karan executive vp/corporate creative
director. "At the same time, magazines like
[Hearst's] Marie Claire and [Fairchild's] Jane
came on really, really strong."

Consequently, the 1.15 million-circ Made-
moiselle's ad pages suffered badly. Through
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It's been bittersweet for the newsweeklies since the Sept. 11 attacks. While readers have flocked to
the stands, advertising has softened considerably. In total, Time, Newsweek and U.S. News & World
Report fell 22.86 percent to date. Greg Osberg, Newsweek's executive vp/worldwide publisher, says
most ads, with the exception of airlines, have started rescheduling missed ads. -Lori Lefevre
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DATE

CURRENT ISSUE

PAGES LAST
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YEAR

PAGES

LAST YEAR

PERCENT

CHANGE

YID

PAGES

STD

LAST YEAR

PERCENT

CHANGE

BusinessWeek 8 -Oct 76.73 9 -Oct 134.05 -42.76% 2,905.02 4,519.26 -35.72%

The Economist 29 -Sep 58.50 30 -Sep 68.00 -13.97% 2,022.50 2.366.50 -14.54%

NewsweekE 8 -Oct 22.66 9 -Oct 52.45 -56.80% 1,249.95 1,719.32 -27.30%

The New Republic 8 -Oct 10.50 9 -Oct 11.30 -7.08% 338.45 334.80 1.09%

TimeM 8 -Oct 38.92 9 -Oct 73.24 -46.86% 1,706.99 2,097.36 -18.61%

US News & World Report 8 -Oct 29.15 9 -Oct 44.64 -34.70% 1,058.46 1,388.45 -23.77%

The Weekly Standard 15 -Oct 12.50 16 -Oct 8.00 56.25% 373.50 368.00 1.49%

Category Total 248.96 391.68 -36.44% 9,654.87 12,793.69 -24.53%

SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT/LEISURE
AutoWeek 8 -Oct 25 93 9 -Oct 46.61 -44.37% 1,106.76 1,199.13 -7.70%

Entertainment Weekly 5 -Oct 39.10 6 -Oct 31.92 22.49% 1,322.77 1,448.92 -8.71%

Golf World 5 -Oct 24.00 6 -Oct 17.98 33.48% 981.01 1,214.17 -19.20%

New YorkH 8 -Oct 43.30 9 -Oct 71.20 -39.19% 2,044.20 2,047.30 -0.15%

People 8 -Oct 92.95 9 -Oct 87.77 5.90% 2,705.09 3,080.76 -12.19%

The Sporting News 8 -Oct 7.70 9 -Oct 7.80 -1.28% 377.40 476.50 -20.80%

Sports Illustrated 8 -Oct 50.36 9 -Oct 54.90 -8.27% 1,789.74 2,152.99 -16.87%

The New Yorkers 8 -Oct 22.74 9 -Oct 27.81 -18.23% 1,578.12 1,669.30 -5.46%

Time Out New York 3 -Oct 64.44 4 -Oct 75.19 -14.30% 2,577.56 2,865.19 -10.04%

TV Guidex 6 -Oct 48.42 7 -Oct 77.69 -37.68% 2,128.46 2,403.56 -11.45%

US Weekly6 8 -Oct 9.00 8 -Oct 24.33 -63.01% 724.52 739.12 -1.98%

Category Total 427.94 523.20 -18.21% 17,335.63 19,296.94 -10.16%

SUNDAY MAGAZINES
Parader 7 -Oct 17.06 8 -Oct 17.52 -2.63% 455.26 482.74 -5.69%

USA WeekendX 7 -Oct 12.50 8 -Oct 19.03 -34.31% 436.97 452.36 -3.40%

Category Total 29.56 36.55 -19.12% 892.23 935.10 4.58%
TOTALS 706.46 951.43 -25.75% 27,882.73 33,025.73 -15.57%

E=estimated page counts; X=YTD included an out -of -cycle issue in 2000; 1 -one more issue in 2001; 6=six more issues in 2001;
®=one fewer issue in 2001; H=10/6/00 issue was Home Design Special

BIWEEKLIES October 8, 2001

Fortune, Forbes and Inc continue to get hammered. The trio, which already suffered losses early this
year when technology ads dried up, is taking another blow as business travel screeches to a halt. Mary
hotels, including Hyatt Hotels & Resorts, are not expected to resume spending until early '02. -LL
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ESPN The Magazine 15 -Oct 48.65 16 -Oct 70.97 -31.45% 1,035.25 1,215.48 -14.83%

Forbes, 8 -Oct 184.30 9 -Oct 249.71 -26.19% 2,977.74 4,551.71 -34.58%

Fortune 15 -Oct 163.70 16 -Oct 302.13 -45.82% 3,142.25 5,072.10 -38.05%

IncF 1 -Oct 42.70 1 -Oct 87.28 -51.08% 742.18 1,299.81 -42.90%

National Review 5 -Oct 23.83 6 -Oct 26.00 -8.35% 402.17 450.91 -10.81%

Rolling Stone 25 -Oct 78.51 26 -Oct 81.89 -4.13% 1,207.33 1,472.67 -18.02%

Category Total 498.99 730.70 -31.71% 9,464.24 13,975.40 -32.28%

e=publisher's estimated page counts; F=18 Issues per year

October, the monthly's ads fell 18.1 percent, to
652, reports Mediaweek Monitor. November
will be Mademoiselle's final issue. Subscribers
will receive Glamour starting in January, which
allows Glamour that month to hike its rate base
by 100,000 to 2.2 million. "When you've got a
magazine of over 1 million circulation, you
have drastically reduced maneuverability in
terms of what the advertising market will put
up with, what readers want and what the his-
torical pull of the name is," says Truman. "I did
not find a way out of those three forces."

Not that he didn't try. In the late '90s, Tru-

man says he did toy with radically reposition-
ing Mademoiselle into the shopping guide that is
now CN startup Lucky. 'We began working on
Lucky as a replacement format for Mademoi-
selle," he says. In focus groups he learned that
"as much as readers were not engaged in Ma-
demoiselle, they all spoke about shopping as
being the bonding activity between friends."
Soon after, Truman notes he and current Lucky
editor Kim France presented a revamped Ma-
demoiselle to CN executives. "But everyone felt
that since this was a new kind of magazine it
deserved a new title," he says. -LG
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"N 4'd .n Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

The Threat of Errorism
NOW THAT WE SUDDENLY FIND OURSELVES IN A NEW AND

dangerous era. many new and dangerous questions are arising. Your
first impulse will be to go to the experts for the answers. but since
the experts are always wrong, your sixth or seventh impulse. to go to

Media Person, will turn out to be the correct
impulse. Follow that impulse wherever it may
lead, even if it's advice like the following:

How do I avoid getting fired for saying some-
thing stupid?

The less subtle among us will now assert,
in their typically thoughtless manner, that the
easiest way is to not say something stupid. But
that is the coward's choice, and besides, it is
beyond the abilities of most of us in the media.
Blurting out stupidities is part of our job and
has become a lifelong habit.

About all one can do, then, is delay the
blurt. Timing is everything. For instance, nev-
er criticize the president or the military the
week after a spectacularly vicious enemy attack
This is what did in two columnists on small
newspapers (See Romenesko for details) and
almost nailed Bill Maher. It wasn't so much
what they said as when they said it. On Sept.
10, it was perfectly permissible to splash vitri-
ol all over the Prez, the military, the govern-
ment. Afterwards, it was a fireable offense,
First Amendment or no. In about, oh, another
15 minutes, it will be OK again. To be certain,
though, check with Ari Fleischer, the federal
official in charge of warning citizens to watch
their mouths. Should you jump in too quickly,
he could denounce you right from the White
House podium, frightening your aged mother,
perhaps fatally. Lie low for a while. Take a
vacation. Write about sports.

(A somewhat different problem cost Ann
Coulter her National Review column after the
conservative harpy proposed that we reinsti-
tute the Crusades, knock off the leaders of var-
ious Islamic countries and forcibly convert the
populace to Christianity. To get fired for being
too right-wing for the National Review is an
awe-inspiring feat. Fortunately, most journal-

ists don't have to worry about this kind of dis-
missal as Ann Coulter is unique.)

How do I protect my family from very
uncomfortable warfare of a bio, chemical or
nuclear nature?

There has been a great deal of needless
anxiety over the possibility of terrorists uti-
lizing what defense specialists term
WOUHDMBACs-Weapons of Unbear-
ably Hideous Destructiveness on a Magni-
tude Beyond Anything Conceivable. Time
magazine, for instance, just devoted a 64 -
page article to this alleged threat. The fact is
that it is highly unlikely that the terrorists
will be able to build and deploy such
weapons within the next few weeks. So relax.
All you need to do to safeguard yourself and
your loved ones from the menace is take
these easy steps:

Make sure everyone wears their MV -60

two feet of reinforced concrete.
OK but once I've done that, how do I protect my

computer from terrorist hackers?
You get Microsoft's Anti -Terrorist Firewall

2001 ($149.99 at Bob's Cut -Rate Software,
found at all shopping malls everywhere),
which when combined with Muhammad's
Sword, a habit-forming, real-time strategy
game in which you deploy commando teams
against incredibly realistic fundamentalist
fanatics, will keep you up and running, as well
as highly entertained-that is, if you have a
kerosene -powered backup generator ($3,500
at Home Depot).

And how do I safeguard my already reduced-
oh, let's face it, pathetic-nest egg?

There are two ways to go. You could opt
to invest in stocks, demonstrating your patri-
otism by showing faith in the dynamic econ-
omy of the U.S. The only hard part will be
ignoring the whispers of "sucker" coming
from the cynical professionals at the stock
exchange. Or you could invest all your funds
in canned tuna, figuring that the few people
you run into when you finally emerge from
your refuge in the Andes will be operating on

TO BE CERTAIN, THOUGH, CHECK WITH ARI FLEISCHER, THE FEDERAL

OFFICIAL IN CHARGE OF WARNING CITIZENS TO WATCH THEIR MOUTHS.

Israeli Commando Gas Mask ($215.96 at
Rite -Aid drugstores) and ProtecTough Full -
Body Hazard Suit ($1,600 at Sharper Image)
24 hours a day. Stay off planes, buses, trains
and boats; avoid bridges, tunnels, crowded
highways, theaters and restaurants. Get vac-
cinated for anthrax, plague, smallpox, Ebola,
botulism, tularemia and herpes. If you live in
a city, town or suburb, evacuate your home
immediately and move to a remote mountain
range, such as the Andes. Dig a hole at least
60 feet deep, stock it with enough food and
water to last 10 years, plus at least one flash-
light, move in and cover the opening with

the barter system.
Never mind all this scare stuff What's good to

watch on TV?
Whew, now you're asking a tough question.

So far, Media Person hasn't seen one new show
worth talking about. The West Wing's special
episode was so boring you could faint. And
CNN must be avoided because anchor Aaron
Brown sounds like Liberace. But not to worry.
Hollywood is already mobilizing to meet the
challenge of The New Era. Tony Soprano has
been ordered to whack bin Laden, and Andy
Sipowicz and Drew Carey have pledged their
help. It's all gonna work out.
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Wrapping Up Summer September 2001

"For me, COUNTRY LIVING

celebrates American living.

Country is another word

for what is UNIQUELY

AMERICAN. Like soccer

and pizza. It taps into how

I live. That's why I always

come home to the comfort of

COUNTRY LIVING."
ANN GAULOCHER, 42, soccer mom, freelance artist, local golf champ

For more information on why 66% of American women

live the casual, comfortable lifestyle, as reported by the

Country Living/Yankelovich study America's Pursuit of

Comfort, contact Steven Grune, publisher, at 212-649-3190.
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